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Justice Blackmun Speaks at USD

Close Encounters with Students,
Faculty, and Old Friends
By Stacie L. Brandt

New SBA President-elect dis-

BRAD FIELDS:

cusses his agenda on page 6.

Reflections on
an Election
By Tom Turner
Motions Staff writer

A

fter an election in which more than
500 students voted, approximately
double the number voting last year,
the campaign rubble clears around ·a new
board of SBA leaders.
This was not an entirely regular election, though. Besides the unusually high
turnout, other interesting demographic patterns and events took place.
Denise Hickey, the new Day Vice-President, was forced into a run-off election even
though she technically had more than 50% of
the vote. Since ten students voted for writein candidates, she fell three votes short of
winning the position outright.
By comparison, write-in candidate John
· Wallner, the new 4L evening rep, won his
hotly contested race by drawing two votes
versus the one cast for his opponent. Wallner' s
most recent previous campaign was for the
1992 49th Congressional district, the seat
won by Lynn Schenk. Wallner remarked,
"The SBA campaign was a lot easier."
An interesting power structure continues to flex its muscle within the SBA. The
current 2Ls, more specifically last year's
Section B, again exerted considerable influence over the election.
For the last two elections students have
voted Section B candidates into five of the ten
executive board positions. Excluding the
evening VP position, for which Section B
students were ineligible, they have controlled
five of eight executive positions on the 199293 and 1993-94 boards. They include Brad
Fields twice, Dan McNamee, Geoff Graves
See ELECTION page 4
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upreme Court Associate Justice
Harry A. Blackmun visited USD
April 7 as the ninth Nathanson Memorial Lecturer. He spoke about change in
America to an audience of 800 in Shiley
Auditorium.
In his lecture, Blackmun identified the
three most difficult issues before the Court
last year as being abortion, redistricting, and
the death penalty. While the author ofRoe v.
Wade considers abortion issues to be legally
settled, he shared his personal feeling that
the death penalty is immoral but not unconstitutional.
For some, the visit was a more personal
experience. Earlier in the day, Blackmon
surprised Dean Strachan's first year Civil
Procedure class with a visit which featured a
question and answer format.
Asked which case was most challenging, he replied: "You expect me to say Roe
v. Wade, but, in truth, every question that
comes to the level of the Supreme Court is
challenging."
Blackmon told the class that Flood v.
Kuhn, about baseball free agency, was the
opinion he most enjoyed writing. (See excerpt.page 19.) "Twoofmybrethrenwouldn't
join me in my sentimental journey. One was
Chief Justice Burger, who may have thought
it was beneath the dignity of the Court for me
to indulge in this. The other, of all people,
was Byron White .... "
On the nomination selection process: "I
don't think it will be as rough as the Thomas
hearings. I think they hurt the Court."
Recalling his own nomination hearing,
Blac km un recalled in particular his exchange
with Senator Kennedy. "He alone of everybody there called me 'Mr. Nominee,' not
'Judge.' He asked, 'Can you communicate

Chris Wonnell Voted Professor of the Year in Run-Off
By James Kuperstein
Motions Staff writer
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with the young people of today?'
This was in 1970. I said, 'Senator,
our oldest daughter is a constituent
of yours; she lives in Massachusetts, and she thinks you are the
most wonderful senator.' We were
friends from then on."
Blackmun told the class that
Laurence Tribe has been mentioned
as a possible White successor.
Describing the conferences in
which the Court discusses cases,
Blackmon said, "The best seat, I
think, is in the center of the three
on one side. You have enough
elbow room. When I had that seat,
it meant I had my backside to the JUSTICE BLACKMUN: The ninth Nathanson lecturer spoke
fireplace. Chief Justice Burger about change in America April 7 to an audience of 800 at USD.
always kept the room at about 60
degrees, so the fire kept half of me warm. somebody new comes to the Court, the dyThurgood Marshall always was the fire namics change. When Sandra came on, I had
lighter, ...and it couldn't be lit unless the always known how Potter would vote, but I
majority voted for it. The decision was didn't kow how Sandra would vote. It takes
perhaps a year to adjust., .. I think the conserusually 5 to 4, of course."
On conference voting: "We vote by vative wing of the Court is in control and has
seniority .... If the Chief is in the majority, he been for some time .... But strangely enough,
makes the opinion assignment. If not, the they haven't taken control of the Court in an
senior does .... Assignment power is a tradi- abrupt, peremptory fashion - which means,
tion and probably a good one. The public is in my view, that they 're behaving as justices
·
not aware of the significance of it....It's a should.
perk. If the case has a lot of publicity
"Justices don't always act the way their
potential, really a major case, usually the appointing presidents expected them to act.
Chief will keep it for himself. If it's a tax or Felix Frankfurter was regarded as a great
ERISA case, it goes to the poor junior. ... liberal when FDR appointed him. I sat at his
Sometimes an opinion is the product of com- feet in law school.
He became a
promise. The public doesn't appreciate this. conservative ... and once said, 'I haven't
To get the five votes, your opinion may come changed; the Court has changed under me.'
out in a way that you wouldn't have written .. .I get the same accusation, but in the oppoit."
site direction."
On tax cases: "Most of the justices are
Professor Lee'~ Crim Pro II class met
uncomfortable with tax cases. I feel I'm not with Blackmon for lunch (See article, page
because when I was [practicing], I was as- 10.) After these classroom experiences,
signed to the tax department. It was the best Blackmun was heard to remark, "I haven't
thing that ever happened to me. I did nothing ruined them, have I?"
else for six years .... Byron White and I get
The USD law faculty and invited alumni
most of the tax cases." ·
had their opportunity to meet Blackmon
On the arrival of a new justice: "When
See BLACKMUN page 11 ·

proPosed SBA

changes.

rofessor Chris Wonnell was named Professor of the Yearfor
the 1992-93 term after a run-off election in the Spring SBA
election.
·
This is the first time Wonnell has won this distinction. He has
been teaching at USD Law since 1984. After graduating from
Northwestern Univ. Phi Beta Kappa in 1979 with a degree in
economics, he contemplated graduate school in economics, but
decided instead on law school. "I was in debate when I was in college,
and most people in debate went on to law school. I think I regarded
that as a natural progression."
Wonnell attended Michigan State Law School, where he was an
associate editor of the Michigan Law Review. He is.a member of the
Order·ofthe Coif and earned his J.D. in 1982 .
.
Discussing a fine legal point with fellow '"" :..· Fmm19_82 until 1984, :Wonrieli was an associate at the law firm
~

PROFESSOR WON NELL:

professor Kevin Cole.
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See.WQNNELL pag·i 4·. : . ~·
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Honor Court Suspends
Student; Faculty Confirms
By Robert Little
Motions Staff writer

T

he Law School Honor
Court announced and published its conviction of a
student prosecuted for plagiarism
April 6. In a ten page unanimous
opinion, the court explained its conclusions of fact and sentenced the
unnamed student to a two year suspension. Dean Kristine Strachan
deferred required approval of the
conviction and sentence to the April
16 meeting of the faculty.
The faculty voted twenty to
four to confirm the verdict and sentence passed by the Honor Court.
Dissenting faculty voiced concern
that the Honor Court was neither
aware of, nor following, precedent.
The decision, which is the longest opinion in USD Honor Court
history, is on reserve at the Legal
Research Center. The opinion identifies the defendant as "Student A."
After noticing similarities between
two open memo assignments,
Lawyering Skills I instructor Mark
Broida turned the two memos over
to Prof. Steven Hartwell and Chris
Harrington for a preliminary hearing. After determining that there
existed sufficient evidence to bring
charges in the Honor Court, Hartwell
and Harrington turned the case over

to Honor Court Prosecutor Mary
Katherine Fowler.
In the hearing before the Honor
Court, LL.M. student Douglas
Wade represented the defendant,
and Fowler and Peter Salmon presented the prosecution. Fowler,
who presented the opening argument, turned the case over to Salmon
to continue to prosecution after she
developed an irresolvable time conflict.
The Honor Court heard live
testimony from Student A's sister,
who typed the paper, and the student whose memo was copied (who
was acquitted in a separate action);
numerous written statements, including statements from the ·accused, were presented. Student A
chose neither to testify nor attend
the trial.
The opinion notes that "as even
a cursory examination of the papers
reveals, the papers are so similar
that they could notrealisticall y both
be the product of entirely independent work."
Student A through her counsel
stipulated that the papers were substantially identical, but that she had
accidentally given the other
student's handwritten memo to her
sister to type, then turned in the
typed version withoutrealizing that
it was not her own.
The court explicitly rejected
this explanation, noting differences between the handwritten version

and the typed version, which allegedly were made to prevent Broida
from noticing the substantial similarity between the memos.
The court further noted that
Student A's account requires the
court to believe "that a series of
unlikely events occurred." That
Student A borrowed the other
student's memo intending to return
it in five minutes, thought she had
returned it, but actually had gone
home with it. That Student A
handed her sister both her memo
and the other student's memo without telling her which to type. That
although the typist was to type the
handwritten memo without
changes, she made some changes
in phrasing. Thatthe typist did not
recognize that the memo was not in
her sister's handwriting and did
not mention to Student A that she
had given her two memos.
Student A, in the Masters of
Comparative Law program, may
not return to USD until Fall, 1995.
A copy of the opinion will be placed
in her student file and made available to state bars upon request.
Sitting on the Honor Court were
students Chief Justice Michel
Duquella, Gregory Cribbs and N.K.
Rodriguez, and professors Kevin
Cole, Christopher Wonnell and
John Minan. The court holds in
camera proceedings and can impose a variety of sanctions, from
expulsion to warning, with approval

.' ~. eie ann~~! ~\\ . . .er•. Qf law schoqls conducted by.U.S. News and
Refto;1; ~~l.Jtiiversity of San D.i ego School of haw has
th~ ran~i~e.~ .from the third quartile last year the
riSeq
9~d quartile' ibJs~.~; ~~ch quartile represents 25 percent of the
6 'accre?ite<l law ~h991s 7 The rankings are determined by scores
. ~!Ve Safeg9;~e$; [Stad~iit selectivity, plac~ment SUCceSt?, facult~
ouroes, aCad.e1Tiic fxR~~~on and lawyer/judge reputation.
ing t§ the sptyey, Yale c~ptured the number one position
t!~ consec~fiv~¥.ear, W.hile Harvard placed second. USD
9thin .academlcre{l~tation as det~rmined by a survey of
~.X~~or fl1culty ac;oss the nation. However, USD ranked
~U,(yey of la\Vyer$, judges, and hiring partners. •iU~D'l)
AT score was 160, the acceptance rate 25.4% of applithe average starti.ng salary last year was reported to be

'*'orld
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of the Dean or by faculty vote.
Under the Honor Court bylaws, the Dean may defer to the
faculty as a whole if she "fails to
accept" the recommendation of the
court. The Dean noted her opinion
in a memorandum to the faculty:
"While I personally believe that the
2 year suspension imposed is entirely appropriate, it is clearly
disproportionate in terms of past
practice."
The court's opinion noted that
suspension is a less severe punishment compared to recent similar
cases but cited as a mitigating fac-

.•

• •••

tor"well-documented" defense evidence of illness and prescribed
medication.
Cole, who wrote the per curium
opinion, noted in an interview that
Student A's conduct ranked "pretty
far up the scale of seriousness"
among academic violations. The
court, he continued, had to "do what's right and let the chips fall
where they may." Fowler noted
that "technical violations are a different issue; when the violation is
severe, punishment should be commensurate."

MOTllONS

Michael Konz Remembered at Scholarship Gathering
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Konz met informally with former classmates of their son,
Michael Konz, April 13 to remember Michael and discuss the scholarship founded
in his name. Michael Konz, a member of the USO Law evening class of '94 and a
General Dynamics human resources counselor, was murdered by a disgruntled
employee during labor negotiations January 24, 1992.
Friends and the family established the Michael Konz Memorial Fund to provide
book scholarships to deserving evening students. Scholarship recipients for the
1992-93 school year are Arne Rovell and Kim Seavey.
Serving on the scholarship selection committee are classmates Wendy Schmitt,
Leslie Olson, Ken Roberts, Luke Ryan, and Mike Shevlin. Donations may be made
through the USO Law Alumni Office. This year, members of the CI~s of '93 will also
be able to designate their class gifts to the fund.
The events surrounding Michael Konz's death will be the subject of a segment
of the new NBC news magazine, "Prime Story," dealing with violence in the
workplace. It is expected to air June 20.
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lLs Allege Special Study
Groups Aid Too Few
By Eric Siegler
Motions Staff writer

M

any law students have noticed the
existence of special study groups
for a small number of fust year
students. Complaints can be heard like, "I
need the help more than those in the program," or "Those students receive unfair
advantages."
The study group program is designed to
assist lLs who need it in taking notes, outlining class lectures, and managing time and
stress. The program offers this opportunity
to students selected by a wide variety of
criteria which includes, but is not limited to,
writing ability, physical challenges, serious
learning disabilities, GPA and LSAT scores,
educational systems different from the norm,
and past extreme hardship.
There is no absolute predictor of how a
student will perform in law school, but the
administrators of the program have found
that certain traits and situations are indicative of a student who will need extra assis'
tance.
The study groups meet once a week for
each class in which the students are enrolled.
Each group is comprised of approximately
ten students from the same first year section.
The group is mediated by a group leader who
is chosen from 2Ls and 3Ls. These leaders go
to their section's classes to ensure that their
material corresponds to that taught by the

different professors. Tl\e role of the leader is
to get the students to ask and answer each
other's questions. The leaders achieve this
thro~gh the use of hypotheticals, their own
fi,rst year experiences, and an informal atmosphere.
The lLs in the study group receive this
assistance for both semesters. While the
program currently allows people who perform well the first semester to remain in the
program, possible ways to open up a spot for
someone who struggled first semester are
being discussed. Students not in the program
who perform poorly fust semester may be
invited to join the program. For those not in someone who feels he or she should partici- grading curve to try and correct any problem.
Most students' grades were unaffected, and
the program who feel they are struggling, pate.
Last semester, the study group was part no one's grade was lowered. A couple of
program director Janet Madden's office in
the lawyering skills room is always open for of a grade controversy. One study group students experienced a large shift upward of
a meeting to discuss other options available leader for Professor Wohlmuth's evening ten points, but in the long run of law school,
Contracts class distributed questions that the change will have little effect on class
to the student.
The program provides clear benefits. had been passed out the previous year. As it . rank.
Ironically, the information that was made
The directors and leaders get to know their turned out, Professor Wohlmuth included
students and can give them the attention they those questions in his multiple choice sec- available through the study group was also
available through any other student who had
need. If the program could get the funds to tion.
Students complained that study group that class in past years. It is hard to imagine
allow everyone in law school to participate,
the directors would gladly expand it. How- members received an unfair advantage. that, with access to second, third, and fourth
ever, for financial reasons the program is -Despite indications that neither the curve nor year students so readily available, no other
limited, and the selection process, no matter students' grades were affected, the adminis- student had similar copies of these same
how accurate, will always seem to exclude tration and Professor Wohlmuth adjusted the questions.

flftBono

Pro Bono Legal Advocates
By Shannon Goldman

p

BLA sponsored Martha
Matthews, staff attorney at the
National Center for Youth Law,
to speak to US D law students about careers
in public interest law and her work at the
National Center for Youth Law on March
31.
Ms. Matthews described public interest law as a network consisting of the Legal
Services Corporation which sponsors Legal Aid, non-profit public interest organizations like those run by the San Diego
Volunteer Lawyer Program, private firms
that focus on public interest areas such as
employment discrimination and environmental issues, and government positions.
Students can take some steps now to
help get a public interest job later. Ms.
Matthews recommended: working for a
public interest employer during the summer, getting a fellowship or community
service grant, doing volunteer legal work
such as the programs coordinated by PBLA,
working for a law firm with a firm Pro
Bono commitment and getting involved in
their Pro Bono work, working with a professor on a Pro Bono topic, fulfilling your
writing requirement by writing about a Pro
Bono topic, writing Law R eview and other
journal articles on Pro Bono issues, and
seeking judicial internship or clerkship
positions.
Ms. Matthews herself was formerly a
law clerk to U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Blackmun. She said that students interested in public interest law should pay

particular attention while in school to Admini_strative Law, Federal Jurisdiction and
Civil Procedure courses. She stressed that,
unlike other legal positions, public interest
attorneys are given responsibility for cases
right away and must have the technical
skills to handle the work.
The National Center for Youth Law
focuses on issues regarding children in
poverty. Ms. Matthews is involved in
cases dealing with children in the foster
care system, how states administer federal
aid, conditions of and alternatives to juvenile institutions, and housing discrimination against families. She reported that
children's mental health is an important
issue right now: children with mental
problems are being institutionalized because eitherthere are not adequate services
available or the children do not have access
to those services. The Center does take
summer interns.
The institutions which perform public
interest law are quite varied. Legal Services Corporation runs local offices such
as the Legal Aid Society, state support
systems such as the Western Center on
Law and Poverty in Los Angel~s. and
national support systems such as the National Center for Youth Law in San Francisco. Non-profit public interest organizations which might provide legal jobs include the bar association programs ruri by
the San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program,
grant foundations, and programs funded
by Interests on Lawyers' Trust Accounts
(IOLTA). Many private fums focus on
public interest areas such as empl0yment
discrimination and environmental issues.
Finally, the largest employers of attorneys
who deal with public interest issues are
federal, state, and local governments.

I

Judge Coates: Homeless Advocate
By Shannon Goldman

T

he Pro Bono Legal Advocates
sponsored a speech by the Honorable Robert C. Coates, Municipal
Court Judge, on March 8. The topic concerned what law students can do to help
change the communities around them. Judge
Coates is a graduate of the California Western School of Law and has been an adjunct
professor at USD.
Judge Coates said that he first became
aware of the impact the homelessness issue
was having on our communities after assuming the bench.
A central theme of Judge Coates' message was that as our institutions are qecoming increasingly frayed and unworkable, individuals need to help each other. Judge
Coates recommended that law students who
want to "step onto the stage of history" by
helping to change their communities begin
by linking into existing structures such as the
Pro Bono Legal Advocates, San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program, and Legal Aid, or by
assisting private attorneys with litigation
and lobbying.

Judge Coates recognizes that with the
increasingly high billable hours required of
new associates, pro bono work may not be
possible for many attorneys within the large
firms. However, Judge Coates advised that
bar associations and communities will still
provide an avenue for helping others.
Judge Coates believes that the purpose of
law is to solve problems. Courts today need
to get to the heart of problems such as
homelessness and stop focusing on statistics
and being satisfied with having completed
the procedural requirements.
Judge Coates; a person who practices
what he preaches, has acted on the
homelessness issue by writing a book on the
subject in 1990, A Street Is Not a Home,
available at your local Legal Research Center. He has also served with theMayor'sTask
Force on the Homeless. Judge Coates recently won the Annual Warren Williams
Award for work with the mentally ill. He has
also been active in the San Diego community
in the areas of ecology, scouting, museums,
libraries, and mental health.
Pro Bono Legal Advocates also sponsored Martha Matthews, who spoke on March
31 about public interest law careers and her
work at the National Center for Youth Law.
Ms. Matthews is a staff attorney at the National Center for Youth Law.

The 1992-93 Pro Bono Legal Advocates Board is
proud to announce next year's board members:
Chair

Kelley Murphy

Vice-Chair

Cathy Smith

Secretaryffreasurer

David Speckman

SS I Coordinator

Teresa E. Smith

Mentoring Coordinator

Frances G. Quevedo

Mediation Coordinator

Courtney Wheeler

Domestic Viol. Prevention Coord.

Nina Golden
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WONNELL from page 1

of Reuben and Procter in Chicago.
He did litigation work in the areas
of antitrust, securities, libel cases
representing media defendants, and
other commercial litigation.
Wonnell said that he generally enjoyed the experience of litigating,
but noted, "If you were a first year
associate and the fourth attorney on
a major trial, you were assigned the
drudgery."
In 1984, Wonnellcameto USD,
where he has remained until the
present. "I expected to go into
teaching.... My interest in policy
issues and the question of what the
rules ought to look like can be
satisfied in teaching perhaps better
than in practice."
This semester Wonnell is
teaching first year contracts and
UCC: sales and commercial paper.
He has also taught creditors' and
debtors' rights, remedies, securities regulation, corporations, agency
and partnership, and creditors' rem- .
edies. Wonnell sees these classes as
a natural extension of his economic
background.
W onnell has observed many
changes at USD Law since he began teaching. He notes an increased
emphasis on scholarship among the
faculty; that is, the number of articles published. The students are
much stronger too, Wonnell says. Their entering credentials are much
higher, and this has made a difference in the classroom.
Wonnell's teaching style parallels his interest in economics and
policy issues behind the rules of
law. "I definitely attempt to inter-

ject a lot of policy analysis into the
course. , I use a lot of economic
theory .... My first year classes are
more Socratic then my upper level
classes; they tend to be a little more
lecture oriented." He sums up his
classes by calling them a combination of traditional Socratic method
when analyzing cases with lecture
directed toward economic theory
and policy.
Internalizing the students' in.terest in the material, stimulating
their intellectual curiosity, and causing them to continue to think about
the questions they encounter in class
are the values Wonnell hopes to
pass on to his students.
Students, when asked to commenton their teacher and what they
liked about Professor Wonnell,
brought up some recurring themes.
Among them was the fact that he is
a very analytical and intelligent
man. One student best summed it
up by stating, "He has a mind like a
trap." Another student said he is
"very genuine - not pompous, but
brilliant." These students noted
that Wonnell was able to structure
his classes and give them a very
logical perspective from which to
view the material.
Another theme that was prevalent in student comments was that
Wonnell is very demanding. One
student said that Wonnell "works
you hard; he always covers the assignments, but he's fair." Wonnell
confirmed that his first year contracts class, unlike 'the other contracts classes, will finish the entire
book.
One final theme that the students interviewed agreed that they
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dered, he had no hand in naming those scoring at home, that's a hat
either team.
trick as far as involving yourself
Judy Carbone was the runner- with recognizable San Diego uniup candidate for JYresident. In an versities. One of the not-so-proudinterview for this article, she re- momentsofher life tookplace when
marked, "I ran to bring more issues she ran for Rodeo Queen and lost to
into the campaign than are usually a woman who fell off her horse
addressed by the SBA, and I was during the competition. Really.
pleased to find such interest among
Renae Adamson won the Treastudents about those issues. We . surer position. She is a graduate of
need to take s9me responsibility for the University of Missouri and hopes
our own legal education and take a to practice business or corporate
more active part in decision mak- litigation. A frequent Moot Court
ing at USD."
participant, some consider her an
The new Day VP, Denise oral specialist. I don't know what
Hickey, studied genetics at UC that means. Her most recent claim
Davis. She wants to work in patent to fame, though, is being pelted by
lawandlandedajobatFitch,Even, a Brad Fields line drive during a
Tabin & Flannery for the summer. recent softball game.
Her resume of accomplishments
ELECTION from page 1
Ann-MargaretBartish,ournew
includes sitting on the executive Secretary, went to USD undergrad.
boardoftheWomen'sLawCaucas, It has come to our attention that she
and Renae Adamson.
One possible explanation for driving double-decker buses at UC knew Dan McNamee, also a USD
this domination is that this year's Davis, and being a card-carrying graduate and the exiting secretary,
during her college years. Motions
second year class also outvoted all member of the ACLU.
Last year's evening rep, Lynn is considering an investigation into
theotherclasses. Last year, as lLs, .
they nearly outvoted the second and Field-Karsh, was elected Evening a conspiracy to monopolize the secVP. BesidesgraduatingfromSDSU · retary position. Thissummer,Annthird year classes combined.
But when we slip on the hip and attending USD law, she works MargaretwillbeinPariswith USD's
boots and wade through the mire of as an administrative assistant in the study abroad program. In her spare
candidates, we must ask ourselves: biology department at UCSD. For time she sings professionally.
Whom did we elect? And more
importantly, why?
Brad Fields, the new SBA
President, served as Day VP last
year. His otherrecent accomplishments include: clerking for
Edwards, White & Sooy this summer, Law Rev_.iew, graduating from
UCSD in 1991, and being one of
only three people last fall to win the
softball championships in both the
American Red Cross
(619) 291·2620
co-rec (with the "Drunken Sluts")
and competitive (with "Well Hung
Jury") leagues. In case you won-

liked about Wonnell is his humor.
Although they referred to him as
"serious" and "straight laced," these
same students noted that he can be
"funny and he doesn't even know
it." Wonnell replied to this by
noting that "the case law is a litany
of wrongs that people have com. mitted against each other, and you
have to keep a sense of irony and a
sense of humor about it because it's
grim stuff."
W onnell is being passed the
torch of Professor of the Year from
Dean Kristine Strachan, who received the distinction last year.
Professor Dick Huffman was the
first Professor of the Yearjn 1991.

+

WT:TIME
LEGAL /BU§JfNESS PUBLICATION§
FULL=

Parker /Butterworths is an international publisher of la'Y books and periodicals for
legal and human resource professionals. Outstanding success has led us to establish
a new Western Region Telemarketing Headquarters in Carlsbad, CA.
Several entry-level openings exist for results-oriented individuals with excellent telemarketing and/ or communication skills. These positions involve warm/ cold calling
to help expand our customer base. Inside sales experience is desirable.
Compensation consists of paid training, generous post-training commission, and ·
additional benefits if applicable.
·
·.
.
Send cover letter and resume to: Personnel Director - TM, Parker /Butterworth
Publications, Dept. SD, P.O. Box 9040, Carlsbad, CA 92108-9040 or fax (619) 931-7877.
Parker /Butterworths is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D /V

Parker/Butterworth
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Will the last person switching out of Bar/Bri
please turn out the lights.
Another Successful Switch Story .- Jon Reynolds, Esq.
I never knew that many of those vaunted BARI
"Barpassers was much better than BAR/BRI.
BRI experts were not admittees in California,
Barpassers gave me a systematic approach with
where do they get .off trying to tell others how to
detailed breakdowns for the California Bar
pass.
Exam. This California approach really made the
Knowledge of the law is important, to
difference for me.
I would recommend Barpassers
~1ljftl~~~t> be sure, but knowledge of the
'.l.I
exam itself is the key to
to anyone especially if they were
passing. Barpassers really is the
considering BAR/BRI. The
expert on the California Bar
Barpassers workshops were infinitely
Exam."
superior to the BAR/BRI course.
1-800-723 PA.5S

LAST DAY FOR SWITCHES IS APRIL 30, 1993
To switch, to enroll, or to just get more information about Barpassers
please contact one of your USD campus representatives:
Third Year
Robert Chong
Michael Gillaspie
Dan Levinson
Kristin Thorness

Julie Dunlap
.Dyke Huish
Kurt Mechals
Kirk Yake

Keith Cramer
Christine Harbs
Arnold May
Michael Wang

Claudia Gacitua
Keith Johnson
Adam Slonim
Carol Zwolinski

Second Year
DanMcNamee

Paul Smigliani

Bob Rowlett
First Year

Anne-Margaret Bartish

Kerina Bowler

Julie Knudson

Suzanne Strong
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Evening Student Survey

SBA President's Report

Gripes and Grins from the Evening Division

Robert Chong says Good-bye
to USD After Term of Office

By Lynn Field-Karsh
By Robert Chong

I

fthis were old England they would shout, "The King
is dead, long live the King." A special congratulations to the newly elected council members for
1993-94. Before I give up the reins, here are some
scheduled events to close out this year.
RACEJUDICATA- TheFirstAnnualRaceJudicata
fun run and fundraiser will be Saturdy, April 24, at 8am.
A scenic SK trail through the USD campus will be
plotted out for the event, and entry for running enthusiasts and weekend joggers alike will be $10, which
includes a T-shirt. BARPAS SERS is the generous
sponsor, and proceeds will go to LRAP. Volunteers are
needed to work the race.
GRADUATION CELEBRATION - Our year-end,
semi-formal celebration will be at the Princess Cruise
Resort May 14 and is open to all students. The$15 price
includes a sit-down dinner, deejay, and photographer.
Door prizes will include various items with a "USD Law
School" motif, a full PMBR bar review course, and
perhaps an evening's stay at the Princess Cruise Resort
Hotel.
FIRST AMENDMENTBULLETINBOARD- Will
be unveiled in the Writs in late April. SBA hopes you all
will exercise your first amendment right to free speech
and freely express your thoughts and feelings on the 1st
A Board. Keep in mind, the right to free speech does not
include fighting words or words intended to cause riots,
so we ask the authors of any material to be tasteful and
to sign your name to your masterpiece. While the SBA
will not censor any material submitted, we preserve the
right to exclude any unsigned material. Submit your
writings under the SBA door for posting.
The First Amendment Bulletin Board is in response
to this year's increased defacement and surreptitious
slandering of groups which borders on vandalism. If you
know of any, please report it. The purpose of the Bulletin
Board is to provide a "marketplace" for the dissemination of ideas; if people choose to publicly voice their
thoughts, let's do it in the open and not be so vicious.
A REPORT FROM THE DEAN'S STUDENT
ADVISORY COUNSEL - DSAC meets monthly to
informally discuss with Dean Strachan matters most
pressing to students. Its primary function is for students
to evaluate professors who are up for tenure. This year,
we made recommendations to the Dean about Professor
Walt and Professor Heriot.
We also formed ad hoc committees. The Student
Advisory to Parking Services (SAPS) has so far only
come up with a band-aid to the parking problem, but a
real solution is not far behind. The Student Advisory to
the Career Services was fonned.
We at the USD School of Law are unique in that we
have a direct student voice to the Dean. DSAC is
comprised of the SBA President, three SBA council
member of the President's choosing, and three students
who the Dean feels will offer unique and diverse views.
REPORT FROM THE LAW ALUMNI BOARD
OF DIRECTORS - At the March meeting we solicited
candidates and votes for the annual Distinguished Alumni
Award. The Board also planned a gettogether for Young
Lawyers, graduates who have been recently admitted to
the bar, in hopes of keeping their interest in the Law
School alive.
For San Diego July bar takers, the
Law Alumni office will sponsor a little celebration after
the third day of exams.
PARTING WORDS - It is hard for me to encapsulate all that has occurred in the last year. SBA was very
busy this year planning events and laying the groundwork for events and policies. I am extremely pleased
with the quality of people I've worked with and met this
year. Being your President will be etched in my memory
for years to come. Thank you all for allowing me the
opportunity to have served you.
That's all.

W

hat do evening law students at USD want? In
February, the SBA surveyed evening students
through their SBA class reps to find out. Ninetysix out of approximately 220 evening students responded to
the survey. Evening students mainly want to be treated the
same as day students, especially when it comes to partic,:ipating in student organization activities and access to administrative offices. They would also like to be able to find a
parking place in the evening when they come to school
straight from work.
Most evening students are in the program because they
work during the day. Many also have daytime family
obligations. The majority of those who responded to the
survey do not participate in extracurricular activities because
their schedules do not permit time or because the events are
not scheduled at convenient times for them. Many evening
students suggested that student organizations schedule their
events after evening classes, Friday nights, and weekends.
Evening students who do participate in extracurricular
activities participate in: Moot Court, 4; Pro Bono, 5; Land
Use&Planning, 3; SBA,3;PAD, 3;PDP,5; Intramurals, 11;
Law Review, 7; Environmental Law Society, 2; Women's
LawCaucus,4;Motions, l;LaRaza, l;Lawyer'sClub, l;Bar
Review, 2; Journal of Contemporary Legal Issues, l; St.
Thomas More, 1; and Other (Volunteer, EAD, etc.), 7.
Evening students rated their priorities in this order: 1)
sufficient study time; 2) parking; 3) available time with
family or friends; 4) financial obligations; 5) employment
opportunities after graduation; 6) access to school services
(Records, Career Services, Financial Aid, etc.); 7) access to
faculty; 8) access to library; 9) safety in the school environment; and 10) other (access to Sports Center, cafeteria,
computer lab, etc.).
Seventy-seven evening students said that they would like
to see increased or regular hours for administrative offices
(Career Services, Financial Aid, Records, Student Accounts,

,_,_,_,
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etc.). The most common suggested office hour times were 67pm every day, or until 9pm at least one day a week. When
asked whether or not they were aware that some administrative offices do stay open later on some evenings, 59 students
were aware, while 34 students were not.
The students were also asked whether or not they support
the idea of a Dean of Evening Students. Of the 81 students
who answered this questions, 53 said "Yes" and 28 said " No."
When asked what would they like to see as priorities of the
currentadministration, the students responded, from highest
priority: 1) draft and publish policies and procedures that
relate to evening students; 2) lobby administration for evening
student needs; 3) lobby faculty for evening student needs; and
4) act as a liaison between evening students and administration/faculty.
When asked whether or not they were aware that the
position of AssistantDean ofStudent Affairs (Carrie Wilson)
existed, 50 students said they were aware and 4 7 said they
were not. Thirty-one knew where she is located - 43 didn't
(Room 206-Warren Hall). Also, when asked if they had ever
contacted the Assistant Dean with a problem, 14 have and 64
have not.
Thirty-three students felt adequately represented by the
SBA. Thesamenumberdidnot,and 11 studentsdidn' tknow
if they were adequately represented or not.
Following are a selection of comments made on the
survey forms.
"Day students are preferred by employers."
"Make access by evening students mandatory in order
for student organizations to receive money from·SBA."
"Why can't some activities occur on Saturday?"
"Since grades =jobs, it is unfair for the majority of
evening students who work to compete with students in the
evening program who don't."
"It seems amazing that a school that began as an evening
law school has totally shut out the evening students. They
need to be thought of as equal to day students."
"Dean Wilson is fantastic - the most helpful person at
USD!"
"I miss out on guest speakers. I cannot join any clubs.
I don't get in the interview process. I am treated as if I am
below average, yet I am a CPA with 8 years experience!"

'eiri'''fu'or~

sponsive to tlJ.e needs of all stud.en~.
We need t:O d arify some of the "loose
ends!!tfiatcurrentlyexist. For example, '
~t the beginning of the year, the bylaws
were ambiguous concerning the . gro-

~ainpus

stud'.~nrAffairs com~

mi.tree, a>group of'campus student
govemmentpresidents, someadministptlors, and some trustees. I will be
a ttending more meetings and appointing students to sit on other commit-
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representative positions: We need .to
We are now working on setting
voted in the SBA elections. cJ;u-ify theSBA eleetion rules to make up orientation :wd the fall mentor
O ver 450 people turned out to vqte for slire that all candidates k now the limits . program . .•. . Also, we are tentatively
their favorite candidates. Although \to campaigning. Additionally, l would forming committees fortheotherSBA
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respect of all.
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changesnext year,i.tan for SBA Presi- . ·.. ·~ fy therol~s .oftbeSBAofficers
tion _box in/the Writs or stop by the
ftent withoutmaldng
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"campaign promises." However' I on specifics
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want to thank SBA President Rob~t
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hope
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Speakers' Forum:

'McLaughlin Group' Panelist Speaks
Barnes Exposes Hollow Promises of the CLinton Administration
By Emil J. Wohl
Motions Staff writer

A

ward winning journalist
Fred Barnes delivered a
speech at USD March 24
m which he evaluated the new
Clinton administration.
Barnes is a high profile political commentator best known as a
regular panelist on the "McLaughlin
Group," the country's highest rated
public affairs program. He also
writes the "White House Watch"
column for "The New Republic"
magazine was formerly a Supreme
Court correspondent.
Sponsored by The Federalist
Society with the SBA and Young
America Foundation, Barnes'
speech concentrated on Clinton's
inability to measure up to much of
his campaign rhetoric.
Barnes focused on the litany of
unfulfilled promises heard during
the campaign. "Clinton claimed he
was a 'different' kind of Democrat
that represented a third way which
was not liberal and not conservative. Well, was that the real Bill

Clinton? After seeing him at work
for 63 days, it is clear that Clinton
just talks like a New Democrat. He
talks centrist and moves to the left,
and it's very good politics; he's
someone who responds to pressure,
and in Washington the pressure
comes from the left. Bill Clinton
responds to that, but he believes in
one thing: government. This is the
same government that cannot get a
letter io us in under a week."
Barnes specifically discussed
areas in which he feels Clinton has
already betrayed the American
people. Along with forgotten promises to take a tough stance on welfare reform, he targeted Clinton's
economic policies: "The one issue
which he said distinguished him as
a New Democrat w~ the middleclass tax cut, which he was in favor
of. He'snowabandonedthat,yethe
is still retaining the tax increase on
the wealthy, which he adopted for
onereasonduringthecampaign: to
pay for the middle-class tax cut."
Barnes lashed out at the liberal
media: "The press coverage of the
economy changed dramatically on
Nov. 3. In the media coverage of
the economy in the three months
leading up to the election, 96% of

the stories on the present state of the
economy on the three networks were
negative about the economy. Then
something happened: Bill Clinton
got elected, and the stories that
were 96% negative in Nov. suddenly became 58% positive, and
66% positive in Dec. This was on
the same economy, growing at the
same rate, with the same inflation
rate, and a slight drop in the unemployment rate."
Barnes criticized Clinton's approach to small businesses, which
he predicts will suffer: "Clinton's
plan includes costs for new hiring
such as the family leave provision,
the higher minimum wage, the job
training tax health care costs, and
more environmental regulation.
This raises the cost to hire and
reduces the incentive to hire, which
is not a good thing to do when such
businesses account for so much
growth."
While much of Barnes' speech
criticized the new administration,
he spent little time proposing better
alternatives. He thinks that the
Republicans should adopt no new
spending, no tax increases, and
"accept some real spending cuts."

Gays in the Military:
Should the Ban Be Lifted?

ciency and poor teamwork; and
harm to the image of the armed
By Jamison A. Ross
services, resulting in recruiting and
Motions Staff writer
reenlistment decreases.
Prof. Zacharias suggested that
the real test should not be the accuhe question of whether racy of the military's rationale for
gay or lesbian individu- the ban, but, rather, whether the
als should be permitted need for efficiency, morale, and a
to engage in military service while strong fighting team trumps what
openly espousing their sexual is fair. "Assuming that homosexupreference was the focus of the als have a negative effect, is it fair
SBA Speaker's Bureau discus- for the Supreme Court to say that it
sion on Tuesday, March 30. Pro- doesn't matter because it isn't fair?"
fessor Fred Zacharias moderated
He further explained that it is
the discussion, which was held in clear that "fairness" depends on
the faculty lounge and followed which side of the issue you stand.
by a wine and cheese reception. The military believes that it is fair
Fred B umer, a local attorney tokeepthosewithalifestyledeemed
and a lieutenant in the Naval "incompatible with military serReserve with service in World vice" from openly acknowledging
War II and the Korean conflict, their sexual orientation. For the
represented the homosexual homosexual community, the defi,community's position that the nition of fairness would be equal
. ban should be lifted. Colonel access to .military service regardRon Ray was scheduled to attend less of sexual orientation.
to represent the official military
Mr. Burner suggested that the
position that the ban should re- homophobia prevalent among the
. main; however, he was unable to top military brass is speculative
fly in from Kentucky due to ill- because homosexual individuals
ness. Nevertheless, a lively dis- · have openly served and are curcussion e ns ued wit h Prof. rently serving in the military, and
Zacharias assuming the military' s their co-workers"don' t care." Professor Zacharias pointed out that
position by default.
Prof. Zacharias began the simply saying that the Pentagon's
discussion by presenting two position is speculative won ' t sufquestions. One, whether or not fice because the hearings currently
the ban is a good idea, and two, before Congress will establish a
assuming that we keep the ban in record in support of each position.
It is from this record that the courts
place, is it constitutional?
Mr. Burner pointed out that will make their decisions.
Prof. Zacharias pointed out that
the rationales claimed by the military in support of the ban were the military made the determinathe same used in the 1950s and tion that women couldn' t serve in
1960s to avoid racial integration actual combat roles, and the deciof the services: namely, detri- sion was upheld by the courts based
ment to morale, leading to ineffi- on the record.

T

Mr. Burner pointed out that
the' military has selectively ap-' ·
plied its ban based on personnel
demands and recruitment goals.
When the military needs people,
they let gays in; when they don't,
gays are shut out. Hy further
noted that saying that tbe homosexual lifestyle is incompatible
with military service is demonstrably false because many gay
and lesbian individuals have
served with honor, have been distinguished in combat, and have
been honorably retired or discharged.
Mr. Burner asserted that the
government is trying to translate
morally insignificant differences
into a rationale for different treatment, or a form of second class
citizenship. A student asked if
such strict scrutiny of the military will allow the courts to more
strictly scrutinize other military
decisions, thereby lessening the
effectiveness of the Pentagon. Mr.
Burner responded, "You don ' t
abandon your constitutional rights
when you go into the military.
[The ban] is just not fair." He
suggested that whenever substantial personal rights are at stake,
the courts should apply strict scrutiny, regardless of the governmental agency affecting those
rights.
The discussion concluded
with Prof. Zacharias rioting that
there is a "high psychological
price you pay for not being yourself." It will be up to Congress
and the courts , to determine
whether or not gays and lesbians
should have to pay this price if
they serve in the nation's armed
forces.

SHEILA JAMES KEUHL: Chatting with students at a reception following her

discussion offeminist theory. Ms. Keuhl was an actress on the "Dobie Gillis
Show" prior to her legal career,

Keuhl Illuminates
Women's History Week

"feminist theory," and "feminist
doctrine."
By Larissa Kehoe
Equality doctrine was an early
M otfons Staff writer
feminist attempt to prove that
women were as good as men.
Women wore shoulder pads and
ties to look like men in the 1940s
o celebrate Women's History Week, the Women'sLaw and 1970s. Under this theory reCaucus invited Sheila James productive choice was difficult to
Keuhl, Director of the California explain because a normal worker
Women's Law Center, to speak on was equated with a non-pregnant
equality.
worker. To be more like men,
Keuhl. noted that, in order to pregnant women said, "You won ' t
talk about equality in American even notice. I'll just leave for five
society, one also had to talk about minutes, go have the baby and be
"difference."
right back."
To illustrate gender as a differIn contrast, Keuhl noted that
ence, the first question asked about equality theory stresses the differa new baby is, "What is it?" "Why ences between women and men.
is that the first question anyone The truths that the law embodies
asks of a human life?" queried were articulated by men, and these
l(euht Her opinion, which she truths are things which make more
acknowledged to be a radic3.I view, sense when applied to men. The
is that gender helps to create two concern is not so much equal treatclasses in society.
ment as equal result. For example,
Knowing the baby's gender, Keuhl pointed out that in one case,
she explained, "will tell us how the when a law that required all embaby is to be thought of, how it is to ployers to give women four months
be handled, toudied," and the type unpaid pregnancy leave was chalof toys it may play with. A question lenged because men did not get this
of status is involved, said Keuhl: "privilege," equality theorists filed
Pink "demeans and diminishes" a a brief in favor of the law, while
male baby's status, while blue "el- followers of equality doctrine filed
evates" the status ofa girl. The toys a brief on the other side.
children are allowed to play with
Feminist theory, continued
are also impositions of the way in Keuhl, is concerned with how legal
which society views males and fe- doctrine works with other doctrines
males, "boys for cannon fodder, to keep women oppressed. Under
girls to make more."
this theory, one could rephrase rape
The more insidious aspect of laws to read, "Women are always
forced difference is that it creates a available for sex unless they say
cultural mythology which "creates they're not, and fight very forcean enforced caste system in which fully againstit." In contrast, sexual
we don't even see we have a caste harassment by whistling or making
system." Keuhl likened women comments to women on the street is
waiting for men to call for a date to not considered actionable.
not speaking to a person ofa higher
Feminist doctrine, the most
caste first.
recent aspect of equality theory, is
Caste systems and communi- "post-modernist, " according to
cation were the main problems Keuhl; it acknowledges, but stresses
Keuhl found at a law firm, which the need to contextualize differwas having a problem retaining ences. The doctrine seeks to huwomen attorneys. Besides a lack of manize the law by making the law
communication, Keuhl found a type reflect real human interaction.
of caste system in place which afKeuhl explained that custody
fected the men as well. Tall men, law should take into account what
for example, got better assignments is best for the child. In California, .
than short men, because tall men when the husband batters the wife
but never the children, the courts
better fit the firm 's "image."
"We look to the law to solve a- will grant joint c ustody because the
lot of the problems...to even up the children were not h armed only by
odds," but there is still a difficulty seeing their father batter their
in accomplishing this due to the mother. That the law does not shift
problem of defining what "equal- the burden to the man to show that
ity" means. She then discussed, he should share custody of the chil" the four avatars of equality theory" dren, said Keuhl, shows that the
in the feminist movement, "equal- father's point of view is entrenched
ity doctrine," "equality theory," in the California law.
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Fundamentals of Law ~..____.

First Year Review and Advanced Seminars
Be Prepared and Pass Your Final Examinations

What FYR!Advanced Seminars Will Do For You ...
• Review specific areas of Law through Outlines designed for each
area covered. This material is not available in published form.
• Provide Exam Approach and Checklist for each area covered.
• Provide Exam Analysis and Issue Spotting for each area covered.
• Develop Outline Organization techniques for each area covered.
• Structure Adversary Arguments within the !RAC format.
• Provide Writing Technique for each area covered.
• Outline and Analyze two final exam hypotheticals for each area
covered.

• Provide Excellent Review for Multistate Examinations..
• Most of all, train you to Write Superior Answers.
• In addition, each student will have the opportunity to Write one
Exam Hypothetical in each subject area. The completed exam
mc;iy be sent to Fleming's Fundamentals of Law, 21661 Criptana,
Mission Viejo, CA 92692, along with a blank cassette tape and
enclosed self-addressed envelope (required for its return) . The
exam will be critiqued extensively through audio cassette and
returned to the student.

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

San Diego

•

LIVE LECTURES
Tuesday, March 3Q, 1993
6 : 30 pm to 10: 30 pm

Monday, March 29, 1993
6 : 30 pm to 10: 30 pm

TORTS

CONTRACTS 11- U.C.C

Monday, April 5, 1993 •

II

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I
(fustl c lablllty, Commerce C l ause. Federal/State
C o n f licts. Privileges & Immunities, Sepa r a tion of
Powers, Due Process, Sta t e A c tio n)

~ s1udenls who p ay for Civil P rocedure II R e vie w can view vide o
presenfaUon of Civil Procedure I free of c h a r ge o n Tuesda11. April 6 ,
1993 from 7 :00 pm t o I I : 00 pm R oom 2F

N u isanc e , Mis r epr esenta tio n , B u s iness

T orts, D e famatio n , Invasion of Prlvacyl

The Pre-Registration Price for Each Live Seminar is: $50 00
Registr.a tion at Door if Space Available: $55°0

Wednesday , April 7. 1993
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm

REAL PROPERTY 11

All live cou rses will b e he ld a t Ca liforni a We stern School of La w,

(Sale of Land , R e cording Act. Covenants,
Equita ble S e rvitude s , Zoning.
La ndlord/Te nant Rela tions)

•

Tuesday, April 6, 1993
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm

II

( Class A c tions. Disco v ery, S umm a ry Judgement, Atta c k s on the
Verdict, A p pea l , C ollateral Esto p pel. Res Judlca ta)

{Neglige n ce D e f e n s e s , S tric t U a b llity,
Vicarious Uabllity, Prod u c ts Lia bility.

(Ass ignments/De l e g a tions,
Th ird P a rty Benefic i a rie s ,
Condition s , B rea c h,
Rem e dies)

6:30 pm to 10:30 pm

CIVIL PROCEDURE

350 Ceda r Ave ., S a n D .i e g o -

Audito rium

Real Prope rty II will be held in Room 2 B

VIDEO LECTURES
Monda y, April 5 , 1993
7 :00 pm to I I :00 pm

Monda y , March 2 9 , 1993
7:00 pm to I I :00 pm

CONT RACT S 1- U.C.C

TORTS h

4F o rma tio n , D e fens es.
Third P a r ty B e n eficiaries,
Breac h. R e m edi es)

(In t e ntiona l Torts, ' Oef e n ses .
N egllgen ce- Cau satl o nl
E mphasis. D e fenses)

WedneSda y, April 7 , 1993
7 :00 pm to I I :00 pm

Tuesday, April 6, 1993
7 :00 pm to I I :00 pm

REAL PROPERTY I

CIVIL PROCEDURE

(C9 ncur1'e n t I nte rests, Fu ture lnteJ"eSts,
Adve rse P ossession. ClasS Clfts , ·
Landlo l"d/Te n a nt)

(Jurisdic tion, V e nue. Choke o f 'Law.
Pleading s . lolnde r , Cla s s A c tion s)

The Registration Price for Each Video Seminar is:

$2 5°0

(Half Price)

All video c o urses will b e h e ld a t Cali fornia W est e rn S c f':l ool o f L a w , 350 Ced a r Ave . , S a n D'iego -

•

S a turda y, April 2 4 , 1993
I :00 p m to 5:00 pm

Frida y, April 23, 1993
6 : 3 0 pm to I 0 : 3 0 p m

REAL PROPERTY 11
( Sal e of La n d , R ecoJ"dlng Act , E a s e m e n ts.
Pro fits & Lice n ses. Covena n ts,
Equita ble Servitu de. Z oning )

Hanale i Hotel

LIVE LECTURES

The Pre- Registration Price
for Each Live Semina r is : s50 00
Registration at Door
if Space Available: s55 00

S unda y , Aprll 25, 19 9 3
I :00 pm to 5:00 pm

TORTS II
(Ne gligen c e D efen ses, Stric t Lla billty, V l c a l"lous
LiabUJty. P 1'oduc ts U a blllty. Nuis a n c e .
Mis r e presentatio n , B usiness T o rts, D e f a m a t i on,
1n ...a s lon o f P S:1...acy)

R oom 2F

Co"NTRACTS 11-U.C.C.
(Assig nme n ts/Del e gations,
T hird P arty Ben e fic i aries,
Conditio n s, Breac h , Remedies)

A ll c o u rses will b e g ive n live a t t h e H a nale i

H ot~ l .

~----------~ 22 7 0 H o t e l C ircle N orth , S a n D i e go - T r-opic S urf ROo m

Orange County
Monda y, April 2 6 , 199 3
6 :3 0 pm to I 0 :30 pm

CONST IT UT IONAL

LAW II

4Pro c e dure , State A c t i on,
Thirteenth/Fifteenth A m e n dment,
Firs t Am e ndme nt R i ghts: Speech ,
A sso c iatio n , Press, R e llglon)

Saturday, May .J , 1993
6 :00 pm t o I 0 :00 pm

REAL PROPERTY II
( S a l e o f Land, Rec oJ"dlng A c t ,
E a s e men ts, Profits & Lic e n s e s ,
C o v e n a nts , E q uitabl e Servitud e s .
Z o ning)

W ednesday, May 5, 1993
6 : 3 0 pm to 10: 30 pm

EVIDE NCE II
IHe anay , Pl"lvllege s l

Tuesd a y, Apr il 2 7 , 1993
6 : 3 0 pm to I 0 : 3 0 pm

CRIMINAL

LAW

Saturday, May I , 1993
6 :00 pm to I 0 :00 pm

REAL PROPERTY I
I C onc u J"J"e nt Inte res t s . F utuJ"e
Inte res t s , A d v e l"s e Posses s i o n . C l a s s
C l fts, Landlo n:l/Te n a ntl

Video: Room 2 I 5

T hursday, M ay 6, 1993
6 :30 pm to I 0 : 30 pm

REMEDIES II
1Da m a g es, R esc i ssi o n ,
R e s titutio n , R~fol"matl o n .
S p e c ific P e rfo l"ma n c e l

W e dnesd a y , April 2 8 , 1993
6: 3 0 pm t o I 0 :30 prlt

CONTRACTS 11- U.C.C.

F rida y . April 30, 1993
6 :3 0 pm to I 0 :3 0 pm

Friday, April 3 0 . 1993'
6 : 3 0 pm t o I 0 : 3 0 pm

TOR'fS II

(Ass l g nme nts/De l e gatlo n s ,
Third Party Ben eflclaJ"les,
C o nditions, Breach , Remedie s )

( N eglig e nce D e f e n ses, Stri c t Liability,
Vicari o u s Llablllty, Products Uablllty,
Nuisan ce, Mls J"epl"esentatlon,
Bus iness Torts, O~famation . Invasion
of Privac j.)

Sunday, M ay 2 , 1993
I :00 pm to 5 :00 pm

Sunday, May 2 , 1993
6 :30 pm t~ 10 : 3 0 pm

CONTRACTS 1- U.C.C.

TORTS I

( Fol"ma tl o n , Defens e s ,
T hll"d P a rty B e n e flcla d es,
Bre a c h , R e medies)

(Intentio n a l Tortei;, D e fenses,
N eglig e n ce- Cau satio n
E m p has i s , D e f e n s e s )

Video: Room 2 I 5

T uesday, May 4, 1 993
6 : 30 pm to 10:3.0 pm

CIVIL PROCEDURE H
( C l a s s A c tions , Dis c overy, S ummary
Jud g e m e nt. Attac ks o n the Verd i c t.
Appea l . C ollate 1'a l Estoppel .
Res Jud l cat:a J

The Pre-R.egist~ation Price_for Each Live Semi~ar i~ $50~0
· Registration at Door if Space Available: 55 · ·.

All live courses will be he ld at Pacific Christian College , 2500 E. Nutwood Ave . (at Commonwealth),
.
Fulle rton (across from Cal State Unive rsity Fulle rton) Room 205 ·
·
The Registration Price for Each Video Seminar is: $25 00 (Half Price)
All video courses will be he ld at Pacific Christia n College, 2500 E. Nutwood Ave . (at Titan),
·
Fulle rton (across·from Cal State University Fulle rton) Room 2 15
··

All Bar Courses are Available on Cassette T ape witft Corresponding Outline . ·call for Information . Price $59.26

No

CIVIL PROCE DURE I
(Jul"ls dictlon, V e nue, Choice 'of Law,
Ple adings, Jo lnder. C l ass Actlo';'s l

TAPE RECORDING PERMITTED •

No

per~Set (Includes Sales Taxi

EXCEPTIONS. MADE

r---------------------------------,

Endors(?d by Williston S e nate Delta Theta' Pfd
'

Course Lecturer: PROFESSOR JEFF A. FLEMING
Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant

For the past 12years, Professor Fleminghas devoted his legal career.towardsthe development of
legal preparatory seminars designed solely to aid Law Students and Bar Candidates in exam writing
techniquesand substantive law.
Mr. Fleming'sexperience includesthe Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep Seminars and First,
Second and Third Year LawSchool Fiqal Reviews. He istheOrganizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar
Review Seminar and the Founder and Lecturer of the Legal Examination WritingWorkshop. Both are
seminars involvingintensiveexamwritingtechniques designed to train the law student to writethe
superior answer. He isthe Founder and Lecturer of Long/Short Term BarReview. In addition, Professor
Flemingisthe Publisher of the Performance Examination WritingManual, the Author of the First Year
Essay Examination Writing Workbook and the Second Year Essay Examination Writing Book. Theseare
available in CaliforniaLegal Bookstores.
Mr. Fleminghas taught as an Assistant Professor of theadjunct faculty at Western State University
in Fullerton and iscurrently aProfessor at the University of West LosAngeles School of Lawwhere he
hastaught forthe past nine years. He maintainsaprivate practice in Orange County, California.

·-....~

I REGISTRATION FORM~
I

I
I

(Please Ty pe or Print)

:Name:----------~-~----------------· :

I Address :
I
I
I
I City: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ St ate : _ _ __ _ Zip : - - - - -- - I
I
I
I Tele p hone : - - - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - I
: Law .S choof: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~- Nt.!mbe r of Se me ste r!; Cmre ntly Enrolle d : _ _ _, :

II seminars and Locations to b e Atte nde
. d:, ... -- ,,._
I
Fo rm of Payme nt: 0 Check • 0 Mq 11e f Or8er

I

I

'"''1" mati'""""d'''

lht Courst" or Rtg1stratum Procedures
Pl" " wnirn Call

.
(Make Payable to: Fleming's Fundamentals of Law)

fLEMING;S fUNDAMJ:"NTALS Of
~

LAW '

21661Criptana, Mission Viejo, California 92692 • 714/770-7030 • Fax· 714/454-8556

Regut,atlon attheo...'
I/ S pace Penni!•

II
I

I

I

L-~----------------------------~-~~
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Ask the Librarian:

The LRC: Hold the Card Catalog
By Tom Turner
Motions Staff writer

T

he LRC is not just card catalogs and stacks
anymore. With the computerization of every
thing comes the modern library. So modern,
in fact, that there are surely some things that even the
most astute observers did not know.
One of the newer services (not completely new,
but at least relatively unknown) is the CALI program.
Available in the computer lab in the LRC, CALI offers
a modern twist on an old habit; studying. CALI, which
stands for Computer Assisted Legal Instruction, is a
self-guided study tool. The user selects a topic and then
works through a tutorial on that subject. With many
classroom topics in the database, such as evidence,
contracts and secured transactions, it can be useful in
preparing for finals and the bar.
Another computerized serVice going more or less
unnoticed is the Interactive Video prQ_gram. Located
in Room 120, between the Lexis and Westlaw rooms,
this service combines CALI with video technology.
The viewer watches a trial on a TV screen, presses a
key to raise objections, selects among various grounds
for the objection then receives the judge's ruling and
reasoning. There are currently two programs avail. able. Discs can be checked out at the circulation desk.
Other technological tools available include the
LegalTtac system on CD-ROM. This is an index of
legal periodical articles through which the researcher
can search by author, title or subject. The LRC hopes
to eventually acquire CD-ROM indices to Congressional and United Nations materials.
With technology come special problems, though.
One problem in particular is space. With the demand
for computers increasing and the library as an edifice

remaining static, students and administrators often
find the computer lab and the Lexis and Westlaw
rooms cramped. According to Associate Director Ruth
Levor, the LRC is constantly looking for creative ways
to get around this problem. For example, the LRC
recently increased the operating hours of the computer
lab and often uses the former typewriter, now Laptop
room, for extra Lexis and Westlaw terminals during
IL training.
Laptops themselves have created a minor ripple.
Some students find them to be noisy, not suited for use
in quiet areas. In a sudden change of policy, the LRC
has recently announced that laptops are now confined
Lo the first floor of the LRC only. This restriction is a
considerable step beyond the previous policy of requiring complaining library patrons to negotiate reasonable compromises wilh anyone whose study is disturbed by their use.
Modernization does not spell the end to lingering
troubles at the LRC though. Ant~ continue to uphold
their position on that list. As long as people smuggle
in food and leave the remains lingering on tables or
tucked in between carrels, there will be ants. In other
words, only you can prevent ant infestations.
Theft is another problem that apparently did not
die in the technological revolution. Incidents of stolen
purses and wallets remain a constant. Ms. Levor said
that campus security conducts periodic patrols through
the LRC hoping to deter the thieves and remind
students to protect their things. The most effective
prevention is to simply not leave valuables unattended.
Ifany student has a problem or solution to these or
other issues of library interest, the Suggestion Box
awaits in the main lobby. The LRC staff encourages
creative and constructive suggestions. And, of course,
going with the theme, there is also an electronic
suggestion box on the Sally system that library administrators oversee.

New.Book Arrivals at the LRC
tate Planning, Pensions, Malprac- says on the Constitution's Old and
tice, Collections, Employer/Em- New World origins, the rights it
ployee Rights, and Much More. protects, and the behavior of citiBy Franklin A. Weston
Clear advice for doctors, dentists, zens whose lives it rules.
and other health care professionals
Kane, Peter K. Murder, Couns,
on how to avoid and overcome legal and the Press; Issues in Free Press/
pitfalls.
artlett, John. Bartlett's
Fair Trial. Shows what happened
Flemming, Roy B. The Craft in seven famous court cases when
Familiar Quotations, 16th
ed. First published in of Justice; Politics and Work in firs t amendment rights conflicted
1855, this update has over 20,000 Criminal CourtCorrununities. More with sixth amendment rights.
Ladany, Laszlo. Law and Lequotations, representing 2,550 au- than 300 judges, prosecutors, and
thors, 340 of whom are new to defense attorneys candidly and of- gality in China; the Testament ofa
Bartlett's, such as Russell Baker, ten with disarming frankness dis- China Watcher. Reveals the depth
Leonard Bernstein, Mel Brooks, cuss the fascinating dynamics of of his knowledge of the Chinese
John Lennon, Dr. Seuss, Nelson the American justice system.
people, and of Chinese and comGardner,RichardA. SexAbuse parative legal history.
Mandela, and the Talmud.
Miller, Patricia G. The Worst
Bernstein, Richard B. Amend- Hysteria; Salem Witch Trials Reing America; If We Love the Con- visited. Focuses on polymorphous of Times; Illegal Abortion -Surnstitution So Much, Why Do We perversity of the child, sex abuse vors,Practitioners, Coroners, Cops,
Keep Trying to Change It? Exam- prevention programs, sexual stimuli and Children ofWomen Who Died
ines the U.S. Constitution and ef- in the public media, child sex abuse Talk about Its Horrors. Takes the
investigators and "validators," and approach that the issue is not
forts to amend it.
Burford, E. J. On Bridles & shows the uncanny similarity be- whether we will have abortions but
Burnings; T he Punishment · of tween the Salem Witch Trials and whatkindofabortions wewillhave?
Peterson, M. J. Managing the
Women. Describes how and why the present child sex abuse hysteover a thousand years, by both law ria.
Frozen South; the Creation and
Gaylin, Willard. Pretrial Jus- Evolution of the Antarctic Treaty and custom, British women were
pilloried, executed, transported, and tice; a Study of Bias in Sentencing. System. Examines the issues and
made to undergo a host of savage Explores a major social injustice: the kind of treaty system that deals
humiliations contrived by mascu- the broad and arbitrary disparity in with ·political and environmental
the sentences given by judges to challenges in governing the Arctic.
line ingenuity.
Claude, Richard Pierre. Hu- convicted criminals in America.
Schoeman, Ferdinand David.
Hastie, Reid, ed. Inside the Privacy and Social Freedom. Atman Rights in the World Community; Issues and Action, 2nd ed. Juror; the Psychology of Juror tackstheassumptionfoundinmuch
Contains articles and introductory Decision Making. Covers the so- moral philosophy that social concommentary on the theory and prac- cial psychology, behavioral deci- trol, as such, is an intellectually and
tice of human rights and the rem- sion theory, cognitive psychology, morally destructive force.
and behavioral modeling of juror
Schubert, Glendon, ed. Judiedies of wrongs.
cialDecisionMaking. Attempts to
DuBoff, Leonard D. The Law decision making.
Howard, A. E. Dick, ed. The determine scientifically - in an at(in Plain English) for Health Care
Professionals; Incorporating, Ad- United States Constitution; Roots, mosphere free from political and
vertising, Accounting, Taxes, Es- Rights, and Responsibilities. Es- partisan muckraking- exactlywhat

B

RUTH LEVOR: LRC Associate Director poses with SALLY.

The Bill of Rights and
American Legal History
By Franklin A. Weston

T

he Legal Research Center has acquired a 20 volume set of
materials that reproduce over 300 key articles which explore
the 200-year history of the rights of American citizens. Paul
L. Murphy, the editor of the set, has written on legal history,
specifically U.S. constitutional history, and civil liberties and civil
rights.
The set includes a volume on the historic background of the Bill
of Rights; two volumes on pre-1960 developments in the Bill of
Rights area; four volumes covering free speech issues; a volume
exploring rights of assembly, petition, arms and just compensation;
three volumes on free press issues; two volumes on religious freedom:
separation and free exercise; two volumes on the right to privacy and
the ninth amendment; four volumes exploring criminal procedure;
and a volume on the Bill of Rights and the states.
Murphy has selected key law review articles from each of the
areas noted and reprinted them for easy access by researchers. Since
the articles date from the 1920s to the present, the collection makes
sense for those non-law libraries without extensive holding in legal
periodicals. The collection also makes sense for law libraries because
the editor, by pulling together the relevant articles on these subjects,
cuts the researcher's time immeasurably.
For the legal history researcher in the civil rights covered by the
first ten amendments to the Constitution, this set is convenient to use
and a pleasure to peruse.
The author is Senior Reference Librarian at USD' s legal
research center.

attitudes influence judicial decision nasia currently practiced, and anamaking and what reasoning con- lyzes the concepts of justified and
trols judicial behavior.
unjustified euthanasia both volunSimon, Paul. Advice & Con- tary and involuntary, and active
sent; Clarence Thomas, Robert and passive.
Bork and the Intriguing History of
White , D. Leonard. The
the Supreme Court's Nomination Jeffersonians; a Study in AdminisBattles. WithaforwardbyLaurence trative History 1801-1829. Tells
Tribe. Emphasizes the Bork and how Jefferson, disliking Hamilton's
Thomas hearings and reveals the system, found himself unable to
hidden politics that go on behind discard it; how he had to ask for
closed doors.
unprecedented powers to bring
Sinopoli,RichardC. TheFoun- peace; and-continues with compredations of American Citizenship; hensive coverage to this important
Liberalism, the Constitution & era of our history.
Civic Virtue. Study of the debates
over the ratification of the 1787 The author is Senior Reference LiConstitution . dealing with the brarian at the USD Legal Research
founders' conceptions of citizen- Center.
ship and civic virtue.
Thomasma, David C. Euthanasia: Toward an Ethical Social
Policy. Studies the kinds of eutha-
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Supreme Court Perspective:

10
Box Score:

Harry A. Blackmun

Blackmun's Jurisprudence

Pre-Court H1stoiy:
•

Som NO\ember 12. 1908, Naslwille,
Illinois.

• At age 5. he beeame fnend w1U1 a
Sundal chool classmate named
Warren Burger. the future Chief Justice.
•

At the age of 16, Blackmun "as _d1ve~ed
from attenduig the University of M1nne~ota
by a scholarship from the Harvard Club of
Minnesota.

•

Graduated Harvard Class of ·29 with an
A.B. in Math. Summa Cum Laude. elected
to Phi Beta Kappa upon graduation.

•

Blackmun was tom between Medicine and
Law, but opted for the latter, entering
Harvard Law School in the fall of 1929, one
year behind William Brennan.

•

Blackmun received his L.l.B. in 1932 and
accepted an offer to clerk for Judge John 8.
Sanborn in the 8th Circuit Ct. of Appeals.

•

Aft.er 2 years of clerking, Blackmun joined
the Minneapolis firm of Dorsey, Coleman,
Barker. Scott & Barber. He beeame a
junior partner in 1939 and a general part·
ner in 1943. During this time he continued
his friendship with Warren Burger and
stood as best man in Burger's wedding in
1933.

•

Blackmun practiced in tax, litigation, wills,
trusts, estate planning, and banking law.
He also taught at St. Paul College of Law
and the University of Minnesota School of
Law.

•

On June 21. 1941. Blackmun married
Dorothy Clark, and they had three daughters: Nancy. Sally. and Susan.

Court History:
•

•

EW ADJUNCT PROFESSOR?: P~asor Cyrt1liia Le€ and Dean S1mcliat1 wefcomL g11es1
/t'f'/unr )ll.ltl« Blacl:mwi 10 Lu's Cr1mmal Proet:dur~ II class.

ions remind us lhat lnws govern people
not just asnbstr3clions. bul ns individuals
who suffer, hope. nnd drc.'lm .
In 1977, Blackm un wrote a dissent·
ing opinion in Beal Y. Doe, in which the
majorily held I.hat states could limit abor·
tion fun ding to those certified as mcdi·
f Lhe three br3nchcs of govcmmcn1our forcfathcrscrc.a1cd.only call )• neccssary. Hesaid ofth c majority's
decision:
··For the individual woman
one has fos1ercd I.he truSI and
~-peel wonhy of lhe idc.als for which il concerned, indigent and finnncially help·
less.
as
the
Court's opinion in the lhrcc
was Cl'C3tcd. Our genera lion owes spt.~ial
gratitude 10 the United States Supreme cases concede her to be, the result is
Court for 1LS untiring effons to strike a punitive and tragic.... There is anal.her
b:J.lancc among cconom1c 31ld legal rcali· world out there, thcexis1cnceof which lhe
ties. indl\'idual rights, and ..the greater Coun. I suspect, either chooses LO ignore
good.'' I was especially pleased to hear or fears to recognize. And so I.he cancer
th3t Justice Blackmun was coming lo of poverty will continue lO grow. Thi s is
spe3k at our campus. To me., his is the a sad day for those who regard I.he Cons ti ·
\·oice of reassurance that the Coun cares lution as a force that would serve justice
about whal occurs in the individual Lives evenhandedly and, in so doing, would
better the lot of the poorest among us."
of the people of this country.
The writings of Justice Blackmun Beal, 432 U.S. 438, 462-63 (1977).
More recently in \Vebsler v. Repro·
give me a sense ofhumanity in the law that
J do not often sec as a law studcnL More ductive Services, Blackmun wrote of the
often 1,1,c stud) a body of law thal looks to majority holding which chipped away at
the exact wording of a statute to find the Roe decision: ··111e Plurali1y ...casts
meaning or uses a grocery list of factors to into darl'TI CSS the hopes and vi sions of
del.c:nnincanoutcome. Blackm un 'sopin· every woman in the country who had
U~1

0

Blackmun Entertains Students at Lunch

In 1950, Blackmun accepted an ofterfrom
the Mayo Clinic to become its resident
counsel. He held that position until 1959,
when president Eisenhower nominated
Blackmun as an associate justice on the
8th Circuit Court of Appeals. replacing his
forme r boss. reuring Judge Sanborn.
Blackmun participated in some 769 deci·
sions of the 8th Cir. during his decade
there. He wrote 210 of the majority opin-

ions.

•

In 1969, Justice Fortas resigned amid
controversyfrom the Supreme Court. Pres•·
dent Nixon turned to Harry Blackmun after
the Senate refused consent to his previous two nominations. Given the controversy over Fortas and the previous two
nominees. the most extensive background
check in previous confirmation history was
performed on Blackmun. On May9, 1970,
almost a year after Fortas resigned, the
Senate Judiciary Committee voted 17 to O
to recommend that the Senate consent to
the nom1nal1on.

•

On May 12, 1970, at the conclusion of the
debate, the Senate voted 94 to O for
confirmation.

•

At 84, Justice Blackmun is the oldest
current Supreme Court justice and the
longest serving.

Compiled by William K. Browning.

William K. Browning

come 10 believe the onstituU on gtmmn.
iced her the righl tocxcrcisesomeco nlrol
over heruniqu c nbi lity to bcmc hildrcn ....
101f1he incvimblcu nd bru1ul consequence..;
of what it is doi ng, 1he tough-approach
plumlit y utters not u word . The si lence is
callous:· Web.@r, \09S.C t. 3040,3077.
78 ( 1989).
111c bittemes.s of hi s Webster dissc111
was accented b)' the las1passages: " ITJ hc
plumlity in vit chargcsofcowardiccnnd
illegit imacy to our door. I cn nnot say 1hnt
these would be undeserved .... For today,
m leas!. the lnwof abortion remai ns undi s.
tu rbcd ... Bu t Lhc signs arc ev ident and
very om inous, and a chill wind blows."
Id. nl 3079.
This is not to say that our Supreme
Court justices should readil y subordinate
preceden t in lhe namcof compassion. My
read ing of Blackmun·s opinions and extra-judicial wri tin gs simpl y suggcslS lhat
judges should be free to interpret ambigu.
it y in a manner that serves justice.
By way or example, while Blackm un
abhors th e death pcnah y, he di ssented to
lhc majorit)' hold ing lhe' dcalh penalt y
unconstitutional in Furman v. Georgia:
" I yield to no one in the depth of my
distnste, antipathy, and ind eed, abhor·
rencc of the death penalty, wilh all ilS
aspects or physical distress and fear and of
moral judgment exercised by fini te minds.
For me it violates childhood 's training
and experiences, and it is not compatible
with the philosophical convictions I have
been able 10 develop .... Were I a legislator, I would vote against lhe death pen·
alty." Despite his su-ong views about the
death penalty, Blackmun continued: "We
should not allow our personal preferences
as tO the wisdom Of leg islali ve and COO·

By GeorTre) Morrison

J

usuc.c Blad.mun joined Professor Cynthia Lee's Crim
Pro llclassandmcmbcrsofthcSBA cxccutivecommiucc
for lunch m lhc faculty lounge. Lee's students were
mvu.cd to the lecture because the class is smalJ and mects near
noon.
Blad.mun, on campus to deliver the annual 'at.hanson
Lecture laicr that afternoon, spoke informally with Lee's SlU·
dents on a vanety of subjects. The oldest member of the Court
al 84. he fielded a wtde range or questions from the students. He
demonsuated a sort of down-home style in his answers, which
were punctuated with anecdotes and personal recollections.
As a speaker, Bladmun was friendly and engagi ng, and
students noticed an unexpected candor in his responses. This
notwithstanding, Blackmun did appear perturbed when asked a
qu~lJon about his opinion in R~ Y. Wadt. He spoke freely on
such issues as the Court's procedure with respect to the discuss.ion of cases already heard, the impact of oral argument on
judicial decision making, and the future of the Court.
Black.m un told the swdents how the justices gather in
conference t0discusstheargumentsw hich they have heard. The
discussion swu with thcChief Justice giving his opinion of the
case, and stating where he stands on Lhe issue. When lheChief
Justice is finished speaking, the floor is ceded lO tJlC most senior
assoc~ _jus~ .. The n~r then ~ to the remaining
assocwe JUSUCCS m descending order of seniority.
. ~ith r~t to the impacl of oraJ argument on judiciaJ
dcc1S10~ making, Black:mun spoke only brieny. While noti ng
~ ~nefs lO the Coun play a paramount role in garnering
Judicial support. Blackmun also cited a number of instances in

which he and other justices were swayed by ora l argument
alone.
Tu rning Lothefuturcoft.heCourt, Blackm un made vague
reference LO his own approaching retirement. He did not,
however, give any indication as to when lhat would occ ur.
Blackmun also spcc ula!Cd thal, if President Clinton loses the
next election , Chief Justice Rehnqui st also might retire.
Rehnq uist is plagued by back problems, which arc exaccr·
bated by his necessary attendance at ora l argument, and is
grieving over the recent death of his wife. Blackmun also
spent several minutes discussing the announced retirement of
Justice While. Wi thout suggesting who might replace White,
he did suggest tJ1at it shou ld be a woman .
Blackmun answered several ques tions by launching into
personal anccdOtcSabout himselfand fell ow justices. BJackmun
described the late Justice Douglas as one who seldom paid
attention to ora l argument, preferring instead to write his
opin ions while on tJ1e benc h. Blackmun also surprised
studcnis by alluding to animosity between Justices Scalia and
O'Connor. Blackmun noted tliat O 'Connor appears to resent
both Scalia's pedantry and his Socratic questioning of advo·
catcs before the Court .
Blackmun 's wife, whom he affectionately calls Dottie,
was also in attendance. Prior to tJ1cstart of the luncheo n, Mrs.
Blackm un made her way arou nd the room, introducing herself
to tJ1estudents in attendance. Bolh Justice and Mrs. Bluckmu n
appeared rocnjoy Lhcgracious hospitali ly they were shown by
t11c Alumni Office Staff, who organi1.cd the luncheon.
. As a student, being so close to a sitting justice of the
~Oiled States Supreme Court was almost overwhelm ing. Al
umes I fou nd it difficult to concentrate on the conLCnt of
Blackmun's stat.cments, focusing instead on his mannerisms
and spcaking s1yle. Perhaps what surprised me most was how
very human Dlackmun is.

~-------------_J-------------------------------_J

grcssionul ~1 c 1i o n . or our di smstc for such
nction, to guide our judicial decis ion in
caSC.'i such us these." Furman , 408 U.S.
338. 405-06, 4 11 ( 1972).
There was no ambiguity in the legis·
1mi vc pro n oun ce m e n L~ and find ings re·
garding tJ1c dcatJ1 penalty; tJms, ll lackmun
app::arcntly fe lt tha t he was constrained
from holdi ng Olhcrw isc. I lowever, when
there is roorn for int.erprcLation and " in·
tuitive justice" can be done, Blackmun
appcnrs to have liul c trouble reac hing his
des ired result. ln DeslumeyY. Winn ebago
Co uniy. he criticized tJ1e majori ty fo r
denying a section 1983 civ il rights rem·
edy to a young boy who was savagely
beaten by his faLher after the aulhoriti es
refused Lo remove tJ1e boy from tJ1e home.
Blackm un dec ri ed the use of formal·
istic reasoni ng in Deshaney. "The Court
today retreats into a sterile formalism
which prcvenlS iLfrom rccogni 7.ing either
tJ1e facts of tJ1c case before it or the legal
norms that should app ly.... Such formal ·
islic reasoning has no place in tJ1e inter·
prctation of the broad and stirring Clauses
of lhe Fourtccnlh Amendment . Indeed, I
submi t that lhese Clauses were designed,
at least in part, to undo the formal islic
legal reasoning that affected antebellum
jurisprudence. The Court today claims
tha1 ilS decision, however harsh, is com·
pellcd by existing legal doctrine. I would
adopt a ' sympathetic ' reading, one which
comports with dictates of fundamental
justice and recognizes thaL compassion
need not be exiled from the province of
judging ." Deshaney, 489 U.S. 189, 2 13
(1989).
Being a bit of a cynic, I question the
consideration of such factors as compassion in the far-reac hing decisions or our

Supreme Court. I lowcver, if not con'i id· proper HI dccmon mak ing {w1\l l endure
cred there. where wi ll it be? Besides, I and wha t I isl bad will be rejected and cast
have no fears that Blac kmun will allow off in the la bo ralOry of lhe yea rs:·
his emotions to run away to the dcui mem Blackmun, Movem~nt and CountumoYe·
of the country. I !is comm enL'i during hi s ment: llemarks of llarry A. Blackmun.
continuation hearings ac knowledged dmt Dwight D. Opperman Lecture Series, 38
the 1>ersonal aspects always affect one·s Drake L.R. 747, 757 (1988).
judgment: " I think all of us must rccog·
"We progress. we hope, in legal and
ni1.c, however, that we arc what we arc even const1tulionaJ interpretation. As m
because of background and upbringin g, medicine. wnh which I am somewhat
and to the extent one has developed hi s fami liar, so in law.a lthough more '! lowly,
personal phi losop hy, that enters in to it." there is constant movement. We should
8 Mersky and Jacobsen, The Supreme be aware of this. anticipalC 11. and not
Court 0/ 1/ie United Siates42.
resent it. We should not wish the situation
This notio n isccrtainl y notnew to the to be otherw ise .... My judgment may be
judiciary. As Justicc Frank wrote in 1949: good butitalso maybcverybad. Ccnainly
" We could not, if we would , get rid of yours (addressing other judges! is as rcli·
emotions in the ad ministration of justi ce. able as mine:· Blackmun , Allowance of
The best we can hope fo r is th at the In Forma Pauper is Appeals in§ 2255 and
emotions of a u-ial judge will be sensiti ve, llabeas Corpus Cases. 43 F.D.R. 343,
nicely balanced, subject to his own scru - 359 ( 1967).
liny... [T]his personal clement should
"What 1s requ ired of us is moral
not be tolerated as somethi ng unavoidable ambition. Until our composite sketeh
bul should be glad ly welcomed .'' Frnnk . becomes a u-uc portrait of humanity we
CounsonTriaf41 2( 1949). Indeed.the mus1 live wi lh our uncenarnty; we will
"wanner tin ts of imagination and sy mpa· grope, we will struggle. and our com pas·
thy arc needed LO temper the co ld li ght of sion may be our onl y guide and comfort. ··
reason if human jus1ice is to be done." Deshaney, 489 U.S. at213,quotmgStone,
Otherwise, justice will be but a mcchani· l.Aw,Psychialry, andMoraliry262 ( 1984).
cal process unsuited to govern the incal· It is this humility,compassion, and awareculablc complexities of human relations. ness or the human condition lhat makes
Adapted from Lord MacMillan, L.Aw and Justice Blackmun an extraordinary jurist
Orher Things al 2 17·18 ( 1939).
for our times.
And wha1 or when such emoti onal
considerations lead to errors in judgment
or when bad precedent is set? In a recent
The au1hor is a 1hird year USO law
speec h, Blackmun said of lhccapital pun - rnulent. fi e adapted 1his arcicle fo r
ishmcnt, rig ht tocounsel,homosexuality. Motions fro m a paper for Professor
and abortion cases: "We must do the best N orton's adjudica1ion class.
we can with these close and emotional
issues.... We worry unduly about the
consequences of our errors.... What was

BlACKMUN from page I

before the lec ture. During
a group exc hange that concluded th at USO law fac·
ulty members trca1oneanothcr with due respect, Pro·
fcssor M inan asked whetJ1cr
members of the Coun treat
one another rcspcclfu ll y as
well. Blackmunrespondcd
Lhat 1hey a ll have an "ex·
ccllcnt relationshi p." To
illustrate, he described a
recent note Juslice Scalia
had sent him in whi ch
Scalia ind icated he would
vo1e wilh Blackrnun, hu·
morously adding tJ1at he
[Sca lia] co ul dn' t under·
stand why.
Theo fti ccofKmhl cen
Quinn, USO Alumni Ad·

~:~n~::~t~'i;aii~s:r:~~b~~

They ini tial ly mad e
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The Lecture:
Change in America
Hy Grego ,-y T . Lyall

C

hangc in Amcrt(;a was Justice Blackmun·s topic
forlhcn1nlh Nathan'iOfl Memorial LccturcApn l 7.
Withchangca.sh1s lhcme. Black.mun alluded tohiJ
ow n pe nding reurcrncm with wryncs'i and humor. Asked
the day before President Clinton ·s maugurat1on if he would
resign the ne~t day. Blackmun replied thal it mighl be a
"lit Lie un'ieemly." He described a visit by President CilnlDR
and Vice Prestdcm Gore LO t.hc Supreme Court: ··1 doubc.1r
there was a hand that wasn'tshakcn.·· But he had a .. feeling
of when arc you going LO retire?"
On potential changes in personnel at the Supreme
Court, Justice Blackmun lasted Lhe Lllncs.sesof the five older
members: Rehnquist has a bad back: Blackmun and
Stevens both have had bouts with prost.at.c cancer(B lackmun
believes his to be prescnlly cured): and O'Connor has had
breast cancer. Of the "fou r Juniors·· he commented. ''They
look healthy enough."
Blackmun said more than once m his l3.lk thal he
docsn 't think the rcuremcnt of JustJcc White coupled with
his own 1mmmcnt. but unannounced. reurcmcnt will affect
the course of the Supreme Court. He expressed some
surpri se Iha! the conservatives of the Court. whom he
implied to be all but he and Jusuce Slevens. do nol vot.e as
a block more oficn.
If change comes to the Coun. 1L might come m sc\·cral
ways. One would be for the Court to l.lke a different view
and overrule estab lished prcccdenL Justice Black.mun
tellingly chose to quote Felix Frankfurteron this poss1bll.11y:
··setter that wisdom comes laler than thaI 1t never comes at
all.''
He had an opportunity to privately discuss the quahfi·
cations for a Supreme Coun justice with then Pn:sidem·
elect Clinton. His advice: " I hope, Mr. President. that when
it comes to naming federal judges. parucularly Supreme
Coun justices. th:n you will n01 apply any litmus test on a
smg le issue:· Among olher qualific::i.uons. he suggested
··above all. mtcgmy of the highest order:·
Blackmun mcwphoncall) contr.,l!)tcd change with sl.lbtlity. Displa.ymg lhc poetic seru.1b1hly th:n frequently
appears in his opinions, B l::i.ckmun extolled the vutucsof the
"'outlook" from the Virginia apartment m which heand his
wife Dot.Lie have hvcd for twenty years. The \IC" h
panoramic, looking out ca.sto\cr 1hc Potom::i.c. Gcorgcto.... n
University, the '::i.uona.I Cathedral. Washingt0n Monu·
ment, Lincoln and Jefferson Mcmon:ils, and the chert)
trees, ready to bloom. ··1t is constant and 111s always then:.
friendly.solid. '-'Jftll. There 1scomfortand3SSur.mcc 1n 1t.··
H1gh11ghtmg the three l'~<;uc-. thJt caused the mo-.t
concern on tth: Court la....1 year. Blad.mun "'-lid that CJ.l'ey.
the Pcnnsyh-.1ma ahonion C:be, h..1d tx"i:n a ··brooding
presence .. :.ill term. Rcd1:...uictmg abo prc~nts a difficult
i~uc.

MESMERIZING: Professors Lu's s1ude11.1s

\~'ere tuf&O''i: the lucky/cw who hat! the opportunity 10 .~et: llillice

Blackmu11theA8Cway,up closem11/pu.~ona/.

tickclS avai lable to law students, but mi sccl
the number to 300 bcfore the loucry draw·
ing. Um year, too few tickets were ear·
1nnrked fo r students. This year, all 67
Sludcnts on d1e wlliting li st were scn ted.
. Black mun c ffcclively mixed humor
into hi sspcech. Hcstrodc throu ghthcrcd
velvet c urtains to tJ1e podi um and ad·
dressed the audience: " I've never come
through a curtain like that before. I tJ1ink
I'll mention it 10 my coll cngucs ru1d see
how far I gel. "
After wannl y mentioning tJ1e previ -

ousc ighL athanson lec1urers, hcguvc the
uud icncen nnvor forw hal i1 's li ke 1o siton
the land 's highest court by read ing from
some of his rece nt mail. '" Dear Harry, I
hope you decide to leave the Court us soon
as possible... . An American Patriot.'"
T he Nathaniel L. Nuthnnson Memo·
rin l Lecture Series is given each year in
honorofProfessorNatJtanson, who wught
law al Northwestern from 1937- 1977. He
spent ahemato semesters n1 USO, umil
his dcnthin 1983 .
While it wns rumored that pro-life

demonstrations would be held around the
Blnckmun lecture, there were none.
The lecture was brieny intcrruplcd by
n sharp sound that sound ed to some liken
gun shot, but a member or the audience
had only fai nted.
e ith er Blackm un nor Justice
O'Connor, t11c 1992 Nathanson Lec1urcr,
asked for or received nn honorarium for
speaking. USD pays only [oroir fare and
nccommodmions.
Katt: Ca lle11 contribmed to this arricle.

Yct. 1t ":i..;, for the ··t:on. . unt pres-.urc Jnd prc..cncc of
the dc::i.th p:n:.tll) ·· that BlacJ...mun rc-.c:rvcd his ILmgc-.t
treatment. swtmg that 1t ha.:; the grCJtC'lt emotional unp~t
at the CourL BlacJ...mun '1.id that he h3S not )Ct pcr.;,onall)·
rc;.1chcd the pomt of believing lhe death penalty \·iolatc:... the
eigh th amendment, ::i.s did Jusliccs Brcnna.n and Mar.-ihall.
but he 1s cl~c. He docs belic'c ltut the death pcna.lt)
contain.., ··noelement of dc1crrcncc··and is nthermou,·atcd
by revenge. Quoting Judge Lea.med Hand, hcs:i.id that death
pcn::i.hy procedure-; are h:iuni.:d by ""the ghost of the 1nnoccn1
man com ictcd.''
He reported lha1. 111 C:.1hforn1::i. a.lone, 300 pn:...oncrs
"a.it on de:.ilh row. A rcci.:.m :...tudy ....ho..,.t..'d thJ.t in the 20th
century it 1:... likely· th:.it 23 mnoccnl p...~Jc have bt.."Cn
c.' utcd. In Tc.u-., one or two mm:itcs arc C.\CCutcd each
week. E3ch ca.'C rcxhc.s lh uprcme Court on h:ibcas
pnxa.~dings, usu.'llly more th~m once, :ind the Court often
tJ.kesall nighttodclibcr.llc. Every night before going home.
Bluckm un asks hisclcrks if .'lne.,ccution lssc.hcdulcd 1n Lhc
nc.,t 24 hours .
Blackmun emlcd on a n t f hope. As he lrn\ ls
around lhe ounlf)'. he nscs a. "feeling or 3flti ip:uion,"'
thnt the country is lookin,g for leadership, th:.u "'r:lnk ~s hould
be closed, and we should mm·c a.I ng."
The fifty minute talk closed with the crcnit)' Prayer
that begins. '"God give us the grJCC (0 occept with screnit)1
the things we CWlnOl c.hange. ·• And, ''3S Thurgood always
said, "Keep the fnith .'"
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Book Review:

Bye

Anita Little Truth

off the interview, spoke with Hill's
lawyer, then returned and changed
By Robert Little
the story; after advice from counsel
Motions Staff Writer
Hoerchner couldn't remember
where or when she heard of the
harassment.
ButBrockfoundmore. Helays
~vid B~ock. is a persistent
bare the myth of Hill-qua-conserinvestigative reporter.
When every other jour- vative Republican. He points to a
nalist packed up his notebook or chain of allegations of sexual hamicrophone and left the Anita Hill- rassment, later proved false, that
Clarence Thomas controversy, Hill lodgedagainstsupervisors. He
Brock stayed on for a two-year tour catches Hill in a romantic relationof duty, maieutically bringing forth ship with James Brudney, chief
truth from witnesses on both sides. Judiciary Committee staffer to Sen.
His blockbuster .conclusions were Howard Metzenbaum and alleged
published Apr. 12 in "The Real leaker of the testimony. And he
Anita Hill: The Untold Story." If unmasks Hill's veracity in light of
you do not hear about this book, it's a long series of lies, from the insigbec,ause precious few in the media nificant to the sublime, all in comwill discuss it. Why won't review- plete earnestness, beforeFBlinvesers and television producers book tigators, Senate.staffers, before the
Brock? Because of his conclusion: Committee under oath, and before
either Hill lied or dozens of others the American people. Why, for
lied for no apparent reason and example, did Hill say she had not
with no unifying connection. After taught a civil rights course in five
you read his book, you'll have no years, when she had done precisely
doubt unless your analysis rests that one semester earlier?
Brock's most damaging evisolely on ideology.
Brock exposes California Ad-' dence comes from several signed,
ministrative Law Judge Susan sworn affidavits from students of
Hoerchner, who provided keystone Hill at the University of Oklahoma
testimony backing Hill. Hoerchner School of Law. These students tell
told Senate staffers that Hill told of a Prof. Hill America has never
her in early 1981, while both lived met apoliticallycorrectacademic,
in Washington, that she was being an erratic observer (as when she
harassed at work by her supervisor. said that Thomas deserved the nomiBut Hill started working for Tho- nation to the Supreme Court), and
mas six months later and in her own a perpetrator of bizarre, scatologitestimony alleged harassment start- cal sexual harassment herself.
You '11 have to go get your own
ing ten months later, after Hoerchner
had moved to California. After this copy of the book to get the details testimony, Hocrchnerpaused, broke or check it out from the law library.

D

By Dallas O'Day
M olions Staff writer

W

hen I look back on
my thrill-a-minute
stint at the purgatory that is the University of San
Diego School of Law, two questions always seem to come to my
mind. The first is, "What the hell
was I thinking when I applied to
law school?" and the second is,
"What have I learned?" Since I
have no printable answer to the
first question, I'll try to answer
the second. And no, the answer
is not "c."
The first thing I've learned
is that I'm not likely to find my
life's companion in law school.
You know how it is - you go off to
school without intending to find
someone, but so many people
seem to find their spouses in
school that you just sort of accept
that it will happen to you, like
karma or kismet or whatever. I
didn't find her in college, when I
was drunk more often, so perhaps this isn ' t surprising. Still, I
entered law school thinking that
this was the place where I would
probably meet Ms. Right. After
three years of meeting Ms.
Women's Rights, and way too
many Ms. Lefts, I'm fairly certain that the only way I'll meet
But don't wait forthe "60 Minutes"
profile of Brock.

the future Mrs. O'Day is by either
moving to the South or getting one
of those mail-order brides from
Russia.
The second thing I've learned
is that I'm very happy not being on
lawreview. Atfirstlwasbummed,
but not any more. Not for me the
casenotes, comments, and boring
cite checks. No dealing with balky
faculty advisors. No, I had more
free time, less aggravation, and the
same lack of current job prospects
as many of my colleagues on law
review.
The third thing I've learned in
law school is that law students are,
in general, not the biggest party
people around. At UCLA, when I
was an undergrad, parties never got
started until 10:30 or llpm and
only ended around 2 or 3am. At
USD, law student parties are dead
by 11, and by 3, law students are
waking up so they can get to school
early and find a parking space.
Notable exceptions include the Erie
Street crew, Dean Spizzirri, and
Section C in this year's crop of first
years.
Another thing I've learned is
that law school increases one's skill
at hurling insults and indulging in
other forms of trash talking. For
example, I'd say that even though
Keith Nussbaum was probably a
great trash talker at American, his
abilities have been honed to a fine
edge here at USD. The only times
I've been able to step on the guy are

A Rallying Cry to All
By Cynthia Hocking

D

Bernie Witkin, often called "The Guru" of California law, wrote a syllabus
many years ago, intended to help his associates pass the bar exam. He
was successful. Now his work has matured and stands as legal authority
for the bench and bar. A recent Lexis, Westlaw search turned up over
8,000 cases in which Witkin was cited as authority. Bancroft-Whitney is the
exclusive publisher of Witkin.

WITKIN SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW 9TH EDITION

is a classic work that will be a valuable asset for as long as you have an
interest in the law. You can take advantage of a special student discount
offer: no interest terms, a free volume of "Wltkin Significant Developments
in the Law" and free audio tapes of Witkin's MCLE seminar while supplies
last. All for $20 down and $20 per month.

For order information please call your Bancroft-Whitney rep:

Bob Strange
(619)481-0383

when USC played UCLA and
Notre Dame in football the past
two years. Unfortunately, he got
me back pretty good when USC
played UCLA in hoops. Still, the
Nuss has a.bright future. I predict he'll wind up a celebrity like
that lawyer who goes to Bullets
games and harasses the other
team.
Yet another thing I've
learned is that people are crazy.
Actually, I knew this before, but
it was only when I heard that
many of my classmates actually
voted for someone like Barbara
Boxer (my roommate Hollywood
even worked on her campaign)
did my naive belief that law students were exceptions to this characterization finally expire. Other
incidents contributed to the reinstatement of this opinion, such as
Cal and Bob Lipske conning me
into bungee jumping, watching
Jeff Dunavant literally throw his
skis down a slope at Aspen, listening to Luke Ryan laugh that
manic laugh of his, and just hearing Hollywood talk.
That's it. Oh yes, I did learn
a few case names and legal doctrines along the way, but I figure
a little time will ensure that I
forget all that very soon. Good
luck to all in the job hunt, even to
you left wing bows who have
bugged me for the past three
years. I'm through here. ·

uring the time I've attended
school here, I have never
heard someone mention a
resolution to the daytime parking
problem that to me, is so simple,
efficient and cheap. Get rid of those
inane white lines limiting parking
on the streets.
So much space is wasted between cars. An extra 20-30 spaces
a day plus turnover could be available if those ignorance-presuming
lines were eliminated. The space
provided is enough for a Cadillac or
truck and leaves almost half a car
length of wasted space when an
ordinary compact is parked. Cars
only need about two feet on each
side to park or get out - even one
foot will do when desperate.
I know. I lived in San Francisco, two blocks from Chinatown,
and parallel parked everyday. In all
the cities I've lived in - San Francisco, Cambridge, Paris, Washington, D.C., and three blocks from
UCLA -theonlycitythatdrew limiting
linesonthestreetwasBakersfield. That
ought to tell you something.
It is an inefficient way to use
space in this University that is supposed to be so progressive. Students,andparticularlywomen, were
not built to carry 18 pounds of
books when forced to park in outer
lots. (That is only two classes worth
for me and doesn't include a lunch

and purse.) I have had to see a
neurologist to find out that it was
causing me muscle spasms besides
constant backaches. But I guess the
administrators who have close parking spaces and don't carry books
don't understand.
If the school really cares about
us, it seems they would do everything possible to create as many
parking spaces as possible. No
excuses, such as dented cars or
traffic jams when people are parking, willholdup. Mycarwasnever
dented in 15 years of driving. Students here are not 16 year olds who
don't know how to parallel park but more often are either dormdwellers or commuters, smart
enough to be in graduate school and
experienced enough to parlc properly.
And while I'm at it, why does
USD feel justified in doubling a
parking fine after just two weeks?
Does this school which charges
$15 ,000 really need money so badly
that it is willing to act like a loan
shark and charge huge fines?
A typical parking ticket here
costs $20-$30 for a moment's imprudence. Ten working days are
provided to appeal or pay up before
they demand $40-$60.
Besides, the school holds the
trumpcardhere,guaranteeing payment. The rules don' t allow students to take their finals if they owe
the school fines. What is USD
afraid of? Does this school only
want the attendance of rich students who can get here at Sam to
park? It's no wonder the school
isn't more diversified.
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Hollywood: Point your pole to Cass St. to reel in beers and babes - also useful for the two
pool tables. Cass St. attracts a freshly scrubbed clientele which is very cute and very friendly.
All girls are required to wear shorts or denim skirts and usually sleeveless denim shirts.
Individual style is not in vogue here. When schmoozing beware of asking questions which
will elicit the ubiquitous response of"Been there, done that!" which will end the conversation
but will produce squeaks of joy from the party and surrounding
friends. S WM likes to hold court and dispense his know ledge of the
English classics to those who aren't as well versed as Hillary
Clinton. The guys are all clean shaven and baseball capped. Don't
go here after work wearing a tie, just ask Paul, the perennial Moot
Court champion.
The cuisine at Cass St. is surprisingly tasty. I particularly
recommend the chicken sandwich, which is grilled to a moist,
tender perfection and seasoned, to guarantee a burst of flavor with
every bite. The beer is basic:· pitchers of Bud or Bud Lite for $8. ·
The decor features a gorgeous ceiling painting of the Florida
coastline (I think), stuffed and laminated game fish and the best
neon sign in P.B.
Cass St. is the P.B. local bar. It does not have a parking lot like
Fibber's or the Old Ox, only a bike rack. Nevertheless, the place emits the raucous bar sounds
of boisterous conversation and clattering glasses round the clock. At 1 lam. when it opens,
the barflies left over from Henessey's (nee Tugg's) congregate in the corner by the door and
never seem to go home. Cass St. is also the favorite spot of our quirky "Save the Earth"
professor.
Single White Male: I used to love Cass St., but now it grates on me like the sound of Hillary
Clinton's voice. It's a bar with good food, agreat location, and too many people. It doesn't
matter when I get there, 6pm or lam, it's always crowded and you can't get near the pool
tables, and if you do, you 're sure to have the cue jammed in your ribs by some drunken idiot.
The food is fine, but this is relative excellence: the fact is that the food in other P.B. bars is
so bad that Cass St. comes Aid when the checks arrive. It takes forever to get beer from the
waitress if you' re not near the bar, and you can grow very old trying to catch the bartender's
attention if you are lucky enough to break through the crowd itself.
Otherwise, Cass St. is a good bar with a young, fun and casual crowd, although I wish
I didn't have to see so many Colorado Rockies caps. The decor is cool: American Dive with
a dash of Trophy Fish. Classic rock blares at a high volume as background music. Beer is
beer, although I don't think it's asking too much to have more than Budweiser on tap.
Your best bet would be to have an early dinner here and then move to Stinger's, Plum
Crazy or the Tiki Bar, unless you want a crowd which resembles Disneyland on a summer
holiday weekend or enjoy a bar where it takes five minutes to navigate from one end to the
other.

TllEPEii;1/lf;1/T
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Hollywood: Spring Break for those who want to slum it. I will never understand why people
park a mile away to come to this God-forsaken, rat infested bar to drink beer from ten-ounce
plastic cups! Either my Spring Breaks in Palm Springs, Hollywood or South of the Border
were particularly good, or this bar is particularly bad. Its patrons could at least shower. This
slum hole should be condemned, and it would be if the fire marshall were brave enough to
enter this neck of the woods where the would-be patron is forced to walk through a gauntlet
of car radio thieves disguised as young runaways and escapees from county jail. ·I wouldn't
come here after dark.
On the other hand, I do know one married couple who met here. I suppose if one gets
drunk here, one could say anything- even ask agirl to marry. Lucky enough the girl was drunk
enough to accept.This place is a favorite ofUSD undergrads, so if you want to imitate Tina's
brother and hit on women with braces this is the place to go.
I will concede their rooftop patio does have possibilities, yet it's closed at night so
brewing up under the stars is not possible. During the day the patio is open, yet there is no
reason to come here when Lahaina's is down the beach, unless maybe you want to watch a .
game on a small screen television.
Single White Male: Mission Beach attracts a fair number of scumbags and beach rats to its
shores, so it should come as no surprise that Mission Beach's premier bar should reflect the
grubbiness of its clientele. The Pennant will never be mistaken for Japengo, and thank God
for that - no pretentious ex-yuppies trying to scam babes by wearing their suits and loudly
mentioning their occupations to impress the opposite sex. No ridiculously overpriced drinks
and "easy listening" music in the background. The Pennant is a great bar because it is
everything Hollywood dislikes: casual to the extreme (shorts and T-shirts are the dress) and
not the place where one goes to pose to "see and be seen."
The Pennant's clientele consists of mostly surfer dudes and dudettes and USD and SDSU
students. Conversation revolves mostly around sun, surfing an<J drinking. Still, it beats
hearing lLs cry over their grades arid second years bitch and moan about their busy schedules.
·The only problem is that this scenario sounds like a chat with Matt Murphy ("Dude, it was
epic today at the jetty.") or Dean Spizzirri ("Dude, went for a 200-mile bike ride today so I
can only diink 10 beers.").
The Pennant is a seedy place with friendly, fun, FUBARed people who don't give out
points for status or polka-dot shirts. So dress down and head over to the Pennant for a night
of heavy drinking and talking with people who provided the inspiration for "Wayne's World."·
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OPINION:

On the Left

Behind the Center:

Taxes Are Just,Another Dirty Business
the year. The difference is the real
annual deficit. In 1991, this figure .
was $477 .2 billion. In 1992, for the
By John Wallner
first time we had over a one trillion
dollar annual deficit.
5) The total national debt on
March 22, 1991, was $3.448 trile all know taxes have
lion. By the fall of 1992, it exbeen increasing, but
few-know just how bad ceeded $4 trillion. And this figure
things are getting. Consider these greatly understates the real debt
because it does not include the
facts:
1) Suppose you paid all your massive unfunded pension liabilitaxes during the first part of the ties of future bad debts such as the
year and then were allowed to keep S&L debacle.
6) It took our country 204
what you earned thereafter. That
date is known as Tax Freedom Day. years to accumulate the first $1
In 1930, it was February 13. In trillion national debt. It took us
1992, in California, it was May 7, only 11 years to accumulate an
six days later than in 1991. And if additional $3 trillion debt.
7) Increasing taxes does not
you don't think it can go higher,
lookatSweden, wherethedateisin close{ the deficit. On the contrary,
studies indicate that since 1950 each
mid-September.
2) In 1948, the median family $1 increase in taxes has been acfederal income tax was $9. Yes, companied by an average $1.58
nine dollars! In 1991, the median increase in the deficit. The most
recent 1990 tax increases resulted
family income tax was $3,450.
3) In 1948, the maximum in the deficit growing over $1.90
social security tax was $30. In for each $1 of increased taxes.
8) In 1950, the California
1991, the maximum tax was$5,123.
For the self-employed, the maxi- budget was less than $1 billion.
This year it will be at least $56
mum was $9,208.
4) The federal deficit is under- billion, and the spenders tell us that
stated because of off-budget antics. we "need" at least $8 billion more.
The correct way to measure the Per capita, California taxes have
annual deficit is to compare the zoomedfrom$92in 1950to$1,940
national debt at the beginning of in 1991, far exceeding inflation.
9) Inflation is an indirect tax
the year with the debt at the end of
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imposed by government. The definition of inflation is higher prices
resulting form the supply of money
expanding more rapidly than the
supply of goods and services. Government controls the supply of
money. Government gains from
inflation because it creates false
paper profits which can then be
taxed (our country has the highest
capital gains tax of any industrialized nation). For example, a
$10,000asset which rises to$20,000
because of 100% inflation is taxed
upon sale as a capital gain, resulting in a $3,500 (Federal and California) tax windfall for government
and a negative real return to the
investor.
10) The inflation since 1948,
caused by excessive government
expansion of the money supply,
results in us having to pay $6.08
today to buy what a dollar would
buy in 1948. Stated differently, a
1948dollarisworthonly 16.4cents
today. Nevertheless, tax levies have
increased at a rate several times the
rate of inflation.

Derivedfrom the "Wallner for
Congress Position Papers.' John
Wallner on the Issues" - "The Issue: Taxation." Theauthorisa3L
evening student at USD School of

By Brian Edmonston
Molions Staff writer

n the last issue of Motions, SBA President Robert
Chong suggested that racially diverse students
should be eligible to receive scholarships regardless of their need. His rationale for doing this was that,
if a university wants diversity, it must be willing to
compete in the marketplace for the limited number of
available diverse students. The problem with this,
however, is the characteristic of racial diversity substituted for diversity of viewpoint. The result of such an
intellectually lazy substitution is an ineffective policy
that creates pain, anger and hate, as well as one that
sets a dangerous precedent for using race for other
purposes in the future.
It is easy to understand why American universities
simply substitute race, as opposed to actual viewpoint,
as the criteria for awarding admission and scholarships under the label of diversity. It is a much easier
policy to implement and administer. Diversity can be
measured and tracked by having students check a
particular box on the school's application for admission. Statistics can then be compiled and used to keep
score against other universities. Diversity can also be
advertised by conspicuous!y placing pictures of minority students on bulletins and admission materials. It is
more convenient to use race as a yardstick than to
attempt to measure diversity of thought.
Convenience, however, led the United States to
place its entire population of Japanese Americans in
internment camps during World War II. To determine
which were faithful would have been quite difficult.
Convenience also leads a police officer to arbitrarily
stop a black man driving through a white neighborhood. To a police officer familiar with the neighbor-

The Healing of a Nation
By Judy Carbone
Motions Staff writer

R

ecovery and healing are terms usually used in pop psychology to refer to individuals and their relations to their
.
families. Itmight be usefulto expand the scope of the theory
to include our communities and society - our nations of the world.
If we quickly review our own past here in the United States, we
may better understand·some of the problems we face today as a nation.
The youthful history-Of the United States is unique. Some of us came
here of our own choice - the search for
"Gold, God and Glory" - to recall the term
from seven th grade history class. Others of
us were already here, living for centuries
among the land and animals of what is now
called North America. Still others were
captured and brought here - their sole
purpose was to serve the needs of the Gold,
God and Glory crowd. And more have
come here recently, in search of a "better
life." In this context, it becomes easier to
understand the difficulties our nation faces
todayindealingwithourdiversityasamulti-racialandmulti-cultural
society.
Compare the U.S. with another, smaller country which has been
battle-torn for centuries. Its people are still so in the thick ofa struggle
for identification, they are unable to begin their own quest for
recovery.
Travel East. Go over all of our Eastern states and pass the
Atlantic. Over Portugal and Spain and the Mediterranean Sea. Sail
past Crete and Turkey. Stop. Armenia.
See ARMENIA page 19
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hood, the event seems out of the ordinary. Rather than
spending more time to determine if there is any real
probable cause, the officer investigates. Acts like these
are carried out to promote positive, non-racist, purposes: winning the war; stopping crime. What makes
them racist is that they are carried out in a manner that
substitutes race for some other quality because it is
more convenient to do so.
Increasing the diversity of a university campus is
a positive, non-racist goal. When it is carried out by
using race as a substitute for diversity, however, it
becomes a racist act. Being placed in an internment
camp or being unjustly stopped by the police creates
feelings ofpain and anger because one has been judged
not by actions, but by race. These are the same feelings
that are experienced by a white student who has been
denied admission to a university or access to a scholarship, despite qualifications that merit otherwise. He
has been treated differently solely because of his race,
a characteristic he did not choose, and can not change.
Besides being unfair, this policy is ineffective.
The proposition set forth is that, because I am a
different race, I have experienced racism. I therefore
have special insight and understanding into racism.
The logic is faulty. If I am a victim of crime, do I
understand the motives of the criminal better? Not
really. Are victims of child abuse experts on parental
violence? No. The fact is that child abuse victims are
more likely to be abusers in the future, not individuals
who are extra-sensitive to children. This faulty correlation between being a victim and understanding the
problem sidetracks schools from obtaining truly diverse student bodies.
Certainly victims of racism can be drawn to study
a subject because of their experience, but their knowledge will be the result of the research, investigation,
and hard work they do. It does not just come to them
as a result of any racist acts perpetrated against them.
See DIVERSITY page 18

On the Right .

The Economy, the Election,
and a Little Natural Law
By L. Lucarelli
Motions Staff writer

B

efore I launch into my final homily, I'd like to thank
Elizabeth, Scott, Stacie and Greg for making Motions such
an outstanding paper. When this school year began Motions
faced a critical problem: no one wanted to run it. Enter Stacie Brandt
and Greg Lyall, a couple of law reviewers with no newspaper
experience, no need to supplement their resumes, and nothing better
to do with their time. They took up residence
(literally) in the Motions office and turned
out high quality papers with some regularity. Greg's commitment to balance and
Stacie's obsession with quality made Motions a publication that Timeses nationwide
should strive to emulate. Their contribution
is appreciated.
I would also like to thank the indefatigable Professor Siegan and the inexorable
Professor Rice (Notre Dame). It was an
honor to study under academicians of their stature, and each of them
has played an important role in guiding my intellectual growth.
Now for the lecture.
The last election was not about "the economy, stupid." The
nation was not in an economic crisis (California lawyers excepted),
and will not be until President Clinton ' s budget and tax changes are
enacted. Many people knew this before the election. Even those who
believed in the "crisis" should have known that economic recoveries
aren't affected by increasing taxes and using the revenue to fix
, potholes. The surprising ,thing is that those who do not feel
differentially affected by Clintonomics seem willing to accept the lies
with alacrity. Face it: 'those of you who feel strongly about Clinton
See ON THE RIGHT page 18
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On Sexual Harassment

will not sleep with her boss is not at sufficiently. Courts determine
issue because such behavior is whether a "hostile environBy Bill Collins
clearly violative of a woman's civil · ment" exists by using a "totalMotions Staff writer
rights and warrants compensatory ity of the circumstances" test,
damages. What is at issue is the the most factually inclusive
range of speech and behavior that method to assess the validity
creates
a "hostile environment," of sexual harassment claims.
here is no universal means
because
the current statutory lan- One impact of this test, howto associate patterns of behavior and perception with guage is so ambiguous that it is ever, is that it becomes practigender, and generalizations about largely impossible to assess what cally impossible for employthe sexes can only be founded upon constitutes offensive speech.or be- ers to dictate reasonably predictable or uniform standards
anecdotal evidence. Generaliza- havior in any analytical manner.
In
1990,
in
Ellison
v.
Brady,
of
behavior and speech to
tions are, however, relevant to a
employees
when the line bethe
Ninth
Circuit
introduced
the
discussion of the rising numbers of
"reasonable
woman"
standard
to
tween
acceptable
and unacsexual harassment suits being filed
/
.. / ·. .·. . Chart~r members of~?e ~a!strj-e Barristers ClJ4?
by women against porcine males in assess whether a "hostile environ- ceptable speech and behavior
' conveni' tlteir w~~kzy 'fltartini meeting. Allare,invited e/very Friday to share
ment"
was
creis
so
shadowy.
the workplace
Of!11n0n interests. Blaz;rs required. Leftto right are Bill Collins, Scott Slattery,'i'
Moreover, most of the ' /~.,:giill(.
ated in a Title
because they
___:=~- ~:
-- .. :·;
i,'!Jrian
Edmoruton, Greg L~(lll, Pau!.florc:, <ltid Dallas O'Day.
VII action. women that I have met in law
underscore the
This standard school are smart, tough, and
continuing
was adopted to fully capable of handling any con- place are laudable, but the ego" becomes the correlative of the
misunderovercome
male frontation with insensitive males. unpredictability of these awards "female sensitivity," and the need
standings bebias
in
the
rea- There are, however, women who seems to reinforce the old adage to alter the workplace through statutween menand
sonable
person
are not sophisticated enough to be that the road to hell is paved with tory enactment becomes superfluwomen thatare
ous. Sexual harassment allegastandard
by
foable to discern innocent teasing or good intentions.
at the core of
It
is
easy
to
argue
that
sex
and
tions arguably posit gender differcusing
on
the
clumsy
approaches
from
mean-spirthe sexual hagender
should
be
irrelevant
in
the
entiation
as a function of subordiperspective
of
ited
discrimination,
who
lack
the
rassment phenomenon. As such, it is not surpris- the female victim, and "not stereo- self-esteem to defend themselves, workplace, that all persons should nation and weakness, which seems
logically self-defeating for
ing that the statutory law in this typed notions of acceptable behav- or who are pre-disposed to
women who seek equality
ior."
Unfortunately,
this
test,
also
use
sexual
harassment
suits
area, namely Title VII of the Civil
'It
is
also
obvious
that
many
men
to
men in the workplace. It
to
exploit
the
threat
value
adopted
in
other
federal
circuits,
Rights Act of 1964 and the newly
to
alter
their
attitudes
toneed
would
follow that those who
ignores
the
intent
of
the
harasser
for
personal
gain.
Someenacted Civil Rights Act of 1991,_
retreatintothe"gildedcage"
·
because
"men
and
women
are
vulwhat
akin
to
bogus
rape
or
reveals the same lack of knowledge
ward women in the workplace in
of
female
sensitivity
to
ofnerable
ill
different
ways
and
ofchild
abuse
charges,
an
unabout male-female relations by usorder to eradicate the "glass ceilfensive male behavior or
foundedallegation ofsexual
ing extremely ambiguous language fended by different behavior."
ing phenomenon.'
commentary
by resorting to
I
applaud
the
protection
that
harassment
can
torpedo
an
that encompasses a wide and unlegislators
and
the
judiciary
have
innocent
man's
career
and
legal
recourse
undermine
certain range of speech and behavbe
rewarded
for
their
performance
reputation.
The
misuse
of
the
sexual
the
original
goal
of
equal
opportuattempted
to
create
for
women
to
ior.
Since 1970, the numberofem- redress sex discrimination in the harassment suit by unwitting, self- and skills, period. This proposition nity by reinforcing stereotypes of
ployment discrimination suits, workplace, but the current state- deprecating, or unscrupulous has moral suasion, but loses some women as the "weaker sex."
There is no doubt that women
which includes a sizable number ment of the law raises some con- women may have an additional validity when one steps back to rediscover
that
fallible
human
beings
cerns.
Title
VII
and
the
"reasonchilling
effect
on
male-female
relahave
made great strides in achievcauses of action for sexual harassmhab1t
the
workplace,
work
tomg
upward
mob1hty m the workable
woman"
standard
tor
adjuditions,
which
have
become
stramed
ment, has grown by2000%, butjust
what sexual harassment is remains cating sexual harassment cases os- and tenuous enough in the 1990s, gether, form relationships with one place, but that discriminatory attisomewhat mysterious. The Equal tensibly give women unilateral con- as well as undermine women's ef- another, and compete with one an- tudes still remain. Women are still
Employment Opportunity Commis- trol over the speech of male co- forts to gain acceptance in previ- other for the proverbial golden ring numerically under-represented in
sion (EEOC) currently defines workers without satisfactorily de- ously all-male workplaces by rein- in the corporate environment. For many management and executive
sexual harassment as "unwelcome fining what is acceptable and what forcing attitudes of fear and resent- better or for worse, these same fal- positions, continue to receive prolible human beings are inescapably portionately less pay than men for
verbal or physical conduct of a is unacceptable. Some have even ment.
In addition, "hostile environ- attached to their sexual identities, many jobs, and assertive women
sexual nature" that "unreasonably argued that Title VII poses an uninterferes with an individual's job due restriction on first amendment ment" claims are closely related to and manifestations of sexual iden- are often perceived as "bitches"
performance" or creates "an in- free speech because of the vague- intentional or negligent infliction tity by both men and women inevi- where men are regarded as "agtimidating, hostile or offensive ness and ambiguity of the standards of emotional distress in terms of tably arise in the workplace, either gressive." It is also obvious that
working environment." While fed- for assessing what constitutes a · phenomenology, but unlike these as attempts at sociability or func- many men need to alter their attitort claims, compensation can be tions of competition and control. It tudes toward women in the workeral courts tend to rely on this defi- "hostile environment."
Moreover, in NAACP v. awarded to plaintiffs in sexual ha- is simplistic to think that either place in ordertoeradicate the "glass
nition, this attempt to encompass
rassment cases without the men or women can discard their ceiling" phenomenon and to genuthe wide-ranging phenomapparent existence of dam- socialization and innermost identi- inely provide women the opportuenon of sexual harassment
with such all-inclusive 'The misuse of the sexual harass- ages. Every first year law ties between nine and five o'clock, nity to compete with men on an
terms
is
largely ment suit by unwitting, self-de- student knows that no tort and the imposition of civil sanc- equal footing. Title VII in its curunsatisfying, and too open- p re ci at in g, or unscrupulous exists without damages, but tions under Title VII simply will rent standing, however, misses the
mark by attempting to delimit indiended for practical pur- women may have an additional the Ellison court noted that not change human nature.
"[
c]
on
duct
[constituting
It
is
also
easy
to
argue
that
vidual thought processes through
poses.
effect
on
male-female
chilling
can
unalterations
in
the
workplace
should
civil
sanctions rather than promotsexual
harassment]
The U.S. Supreme
relations/
reasonably
interfere
with
occur to make the corporate ladder ing responsive free speech to per. Court recently granted cerwork performance without lessofa precipitous climb for women suade changes in attitude. For any
tiorari to a Tennessee case,
Harris v. Forklift Systems, in an Claiborne Hardware, the U.S. Su- causing debilitation and without vis vis men, and that sexual ha- woman out .there who has been
effort to resolve the definitional preme Court held that judgments seriously affecting an employee's rassment suits are merely a means genuinely discriminated against bepenumbra of sexual I:iarassment. that rest, or might rest, in part on psychological well-being." The of levelling the playing field. It is cause of her gender, I truly apoloWhile future generations of law protected free speech are invalid EEOC has confirmed this senti- still, however, not much ofan exag- gize on behalf of all members of the
students may be able to learn about because the first amendment de- ment in a 1990 Policy Statement by geration to characterize the work- male of the species. But, sexual
the subject in hombooks, judicial mands "precision of regulation" stating, "Plaintiff need not show place within Adam Smith's con- harassment suits compel a unilatpronouncements of what constitutes over speech. In this context, Title psychological injury to prove hos- cept of the competitive marketplace, eral change in behavior that only
sexual harassment will not abate VII may, arguably, be too ambigu- tile work environment sexual ha- and that power, control, and ex- addresses one half of the problem.
the prevailing level of misunder- ous or over-inclusive to stand up to rassment; rather, it is sufficient for ploitation of weakness are hall- Women need to make the effort to
standing between the sexes that is first amendment scrutiny, in spite a charging party to show that ha- marks of the modem corporate busi- understand their male counterparts
of its obvious moral rectitude.
rassment was unwelcome and that ness world. If we accept the premise without falling into the same trap of
at the root of sexual harassment.
The workplace may also attain it would have substantially affected that women seek to transcend "tra- generalization and stereotype that
Title VII cases encompass both
offensive speech that creates a "hos- an Orwellian atmosphere by com- work environment of reasonable ditional" male notions of female seems to plague my gender. Sexual
tile work environment" and quid pelling employers to police em- person." While subject to interpre- · subordination by competing as harassment litigation may vindipro quo cases where a woman suf- ployees' speech in an effortto avoid tation over questions of degree, the equals to men in the work environ- cate certain women's rights in the
fers employmentdetriment because vicarious liability for sexual ha- creation of a "hostile environment" ment, men and women of relatively workplace, but other than creating
she resists the sexual advances of a rassment. Although employers are that exposes a harasser to liability equal intelligence and wherewithal a whole new class ofjudgmentdebtsupervisor. Title VII embraces a not generally responsible for their when little or no tangible damages already possess the tools to compete ors, it does not address the basic gap
wide spectrum of speech and con- employees' speech, they can be held need be shown demonstrates a curi- equally, exploit each other equally,, in understanding between the sexes
duct, ranging from the display of vicariously liable when supervisors ous absence of judicial or statutory and succeed or fail equally. In the that is the real crux of the problem.
nude centerfolds on locker room harass subordinates, or when an guidelines to assess compensatory context of unfettered capitalism,
walls to forcible coercion of sex. employer "knew or should have awards in sexual harassment suits. gender becomes as much of a
The pure blatancy of a woman be- known" of a harassment situation The efforts of courts and legisla- strength as a weakness for men and
The author is a3L who plans to •
ing fired or demoted because she and did not address the problem turesto protect women in the work- women, the fragility of the "male take the Georgia bar this summer. ·
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Students Respond To
Well, I suppose it was inevitable that "ethnic cleansing" would eventually reach USD
- at least that seems to be the policy underlying the "modest proposals" put forth by Misters
Frarik and Edmonston. They are apparently willing to tolerate diversity so long as the student
body stops acting diverse. It seems wholly unremarkable that students from nontraditional
backgrounds tend to view the world differently from other students and often have different
political views, values, and interests. It is also unremarkable that such stildents would form
support groups to provide a sort of buffer zone against the sometimes hostile and often
indifferent reactions of other students towards them and their interests.
I'm sorry Brian and Matt, but the proper goal of diversity is not to bring students together
in ways that ignore or eliminate their differences, but rather to bring students tOgether in ways
which allow them to engage and understand their differences. This distinction is significant.
The latter goal is a necessary part of the education of all persons living in a multi-cultural
society filled with racial, ethnic, gender, and sexual orientation differences. The former isthe ideological equivalent of ethnic cleansing.
Levis Perry
Angela Z. Moore
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Mr. Edmonston and Mr. Frank appear to be sadly misinformed regarding the role of
student organizations and increasing cross-cultural understanding at USD.
Their statement seems to be rooted in the assumption that -the sole objective of
diversifying our law school is to benefit white students, or the "dominant" culture, as they
refer to us. As one of several white members of La Raza, I have had the opportunity to
understand that one of the primary goals of the organization is to support and empower its
membership, Latino or non-Latino, in finishing law school so that they may become leaders
in the legal community. Two years ago two La Raza members out ofapproximately eight who
started at USD graduated. Last year, we graduated all but one. This year, proudly, every
member of the entering class will graduate. We have clearly met one of our most important
and stated organizational goals.
If the "objective" of diversity includes having people in our law school which reflect the
diversity of the population, then organizations like La RaZa serve to meet that objective. We
help to keep our members in school.
As an active member of La Raza, I take strong offense to the assumption that since the
group is called "La Raza" it excludes non-Latino students. La Raza does not discriminate
based on race. I am clearly only one example of this - we have other non-Latino members,
several of whom have served as officers ofLa Raza. I also take offense to their point that we
spend our time exclusively with other LaRaza members. We are active in virtually every law
school organization from Intramurals to the SBA. One member worked to develop the Street
Law Teaching Program, recently incox-POrated into the curriculum, which will benefit all law
students as well as the community. The Tijuana{fecate Relief Fund is another example of
our outreach. Although LaRaza sponsored the raffle, members and non-members ofLa Raza .
bought and sold tickets, solicited donations for prizes, and overall contributed to the
overwhelming success of the ·event. The funds that were raised were donated to two
community organizations in the name of the University of San Diego, not just La Raza or its
members.
I am proud of my affiliation with La Raza. In my opinion, the organization does not need
to change its name to accommodate anyone. It is already a welcoming environment - one in
. which I have grown, felt supported, and learned about the Latino culture during the past year
in which I have been a member. If you are interested in working with us, please join.
Judy Carbone
Member, La Raza Law Students
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Proposed Reforms for SBA
The assault by Mr. Frank and Mr. Edmonston on organizations and the necessity for
reform leaves suspiciously unscathed any "majority-type" group. This clear refusal to accept
any responsibility these groups may have or should share in the need for reform is self-serving.
This denial obviates the need for continued existence of "minority" organizations. I
understand it may be difficultto see one's own faults; thus others should provide a mirror for
reflection.
Mr. Frank, you argue for fair representation; however, your immediate response as SBA
Elections Committee Chair was "No!" to a request to extend the polling times to accommodate evening students' schedules. You made this decision unilaterally without a committee
meeting. A meeting subsequently was held, sparked by student outrage to this blatant lack
of concern on your part to an entire class of students. Your concern about fairness appears
dubious - I suppose fairness is a matter of perspective.

Claudia Gacitua

Vice President, La Raza Law Students

It is incorrect to suggest that GALLSA (Gay and Lesbian Law Student Association) is
an exclusively gay/lesbian organization. GALLS A's by-laws specifically state that membership is not based on sexual orientation.
Mr. Edmonston and Mr. Frank might actually learn something about our lives if they
join GALLSA. I encourage Mr. Edmonston and Mr. Frank, if they are interested in pursuing
a dialogue with GALLSA members, some gay, some not, to initiate contact through me.

Margaret Burks

,

Co-Chair, GALLSA

In response to the opinion piece by Mr. Franl and Mr. Edmonston, I would like to
indicate my perspective on the role of "status" or "minority" groups on campus. Although
I understand how these groups theoretically could have an insulating or separatist chilling
effect on students' interactions, I believe this risk has not manifested itself in the three years
I've attended this school. If one objects to the allocation of space in the Ritz to these groups,
on behalf of the Black Law Students Association, we certainly do not object to sharing space
with other student groups. Currently we share space with AP ALSA, the Asia.I) Law Students
Association, and have shared space with the Environmental Law Society.
The purpose of these groups is to represent student concerns, mainly through the SBA.
For example, BALSA has helped other groups in organizing the Minority Law Students Day
on campus and bringing speakers such as Jesse Jackson, Jr., to campus. It is my understanding
that any group of students can petition the SBA for membership - without a "quota" or
numerical minimum of members. Again, if one wishes to change the policy and evaluate the
memberships solely on numerical consistency, again the SBA is the proper forum. As a
member of PAD and one who regularly attends functions sponsored by the Women's Law
Caucus, I think it is worthwhile that two of the law school's largest organizations receive the
most SBA funding; however, beingP AD's representative to the SBA last year, I always voted
to allocate funding according to the merit of the idea, not according to how many people were
in the group sponsoring the idea, as I believe others did as well.
In conclusion, I wish these groups would have members who do not belong to the groups
because of status, but because of ideology. I do: however, acknowledge my personal hypocrisy
of attending many a WLC function but being too cheap to pay their membership costs.

·Christopher Harris

USD Law '93
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The usual policy of Motions with regard to letters is to accept them for the issue
following the article to which they respond. Because this is our last issue, we prereleased this article to potentially concerned parties.

My congratulations to Prof. Wharton, Messrs. Hora, Gamberdellaand Celatka, and
Ms. Segal,.USD's winning team in the Western Regional ATLA Trial Competition
("Trial Team Takes First in Regional ATLA," Mar. 11. 1993).
As you might well imagine, I was flabbergasted to read Mr. Rora's generous and
kind comments concerning my presentation during the tournament.... Although it is true
that there is a bit of a rivalry between CWSL and USD; I am happy to observe that
members of our respective teams treat each other with mutual respect and cordial
professionalism.
I would agree with Mr. Hora that CWSL and USD were the cream of the competition;
perhaps having a healthy cross-town rivalry has raised both programs to a level above
the other schools who participated.
Keith Puckett-Hart
California Western School of

WLC Elections Criticized

I am writing to make public concerns I have about the Women's Law Caucus
constitution, as well as concerns about the way in which WLC Board members are
selected.
My primary concern about the WLC constitution is that the general membership
was never consulted about its contents. Regardless of the fact that the WLC
constitution is sinlply a reflection of already existing bylaws, bylaws of which I do not
think many (if any) first year members were aware, I feel strongly tl\at the WLC should
have held a constitutional caucus, or at the very least, alerted the general membership
to the fact that a constitution was being generated and given the membership an
opportunity to participate. As things stand, the constitution can only be amended by
a two-thirds vote of the Board, which brings me to my second point.
I am also concerned about the way in which WLC Board members are selected.
The current method is to have people apply for positions, and then Board members
select which individuals will be invited to
year's Board. Board
serve on the following

L.ETTERS

members who wish to
hold a position on the
next Board are generally given the position,
and this year, the Board
put off selections until
in order to give those
after the SBA elections
members a chance to retain a Board office in case they did not get an SBA office. The
general membership of the WLC, each of whom pays money to join, has no say in Board
selections, and as a result is again blocked from influencing the constitution in any
way, as only Board members can alter the document.
Similarly situated organizations such as APALSA and BALSA hold officer
elections. Granted, these organizations have a smaller membership than the WLC;
however, if the SBA can manage to hold elections with minimal fuss, it should not be
much more difficult to hold WLC elections. One argument I have heard against having
gener3.l elections in the WLC is that it would turn into a popularity contest in terms
of who would hold Board positions. I question, however, whether the current system
is really any different; further, I find it paternalistic to assume that the general
membership of the WLC could not make intelligent choices as to its leadership based
on qualifications rather than popularity.
I am not the only person with these concerns about the WLC constitution and
method of Board selection. I encourage those who agree with the sentiments I have
expressed here to clip this letter, sign it yourself, and drop it off at the WLC office in
the Writs. The WLC is a strong organization which accomplishes a great deal on this
campus, and for that it deserves much praise. The organization could be stronger,
however, if a more democratic system were adopted both in terms of Board selection
and approval of the constitution.
Larissa AJ. Kehoe
USD Law '95

WLC Responds

This letter is in response to articles regarding the Women's Law Caucus.
First, questions have arisen about the process by which WLC selects its Board of
Directors. WLC selects its Board in a fashion similar to the Law Review and Moot Court
Boards. Like those organiwtions, the WLC Board has the best opportunity to gauge the
applicants' commitment and ability to work together.
WLC's success is based on teamwork because it has a twelve-member Board of
Directors without a hierarchical structure.
Within the team, each Director has specific duties, the performance of which contribute
to the smooth functioning of the organization. The effectiveness of the Board, and
therefore the number, quality, and variety of the events that WLC presents, depends on
individuals being placed in positions in which they will be most effective.
Another issue that has arisen concerns SBA funding of WLC. In addition to WLC 's
own fundraising efforts, WLC receives substantial funding from the SBA. WLC receives
this money because of its commitment to presenting events that are open to all law
students and faculty. For example, WLC sponsors an annual image workshop for both
men and women. Additionally, WLC has offered speakers on topics such as juvenile law,
interviewing strategies, networking, and the impact of Martin Luther King, Jr., and
Malcolm X. WLC also co-sponsors events with other student organizations.
Finally, there seems to be confusion about who WLC represents. The goal ofWLC
is to promote gender equality in the legal community and society. Merely because WLC
has the word "women" in its title does not mean that WLC represents the interests of all
women. The National Organization for Women, NOW, also has the word "women" in
its title; however, NOW clearly does not represent the interests of all women. Nor does
the San Diego Lawyer's Club represent the interests of all lawyers in San Diego. For
WLC to claim that it represents the interests of all women at USD would be presumptuous
and unrealistic.
Linda Marie Bell, Director of Fundraising ,
USDLaw '93
USDLaw '93
Michele Kiralw, Director of Publicity
On behalf of Women's Law Caucus
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ON THE RIGHT from page 16.
know that you would love or
loathe the guy no matter what his
economic plan looked like. The
"economic crisis" was a tool
employed (effectively) by the
press to bolster support for
Clinton by providing an "objective" indicator of President
Bush's failure.
In reality, the election was
just another battle of an ongoing
war in which the sparring sides
are becoming increasingly polarized. It is an ideological war
between conservativism and liberalism, in which the centuriesold conflict between essentialism and existentialism has become crystallized. On the legal
front it is a contest between natural law theory and positivism.
Natural law theory suggests that
law must have some foundation
in morality; positivism holds that
law cannot be based in morality.
The views are mutually exclusive: one is right and the other is
wrong. Compromise is analytically impossible.
We should have realized the
illogic of the phrase "you can't
legislate morality" long before it
became popular. Liberals say
that law should only prevent us
from "harming" other"persons."
But why should we be prevented

I
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from doing so? The patent answer ent homes has tripled, and divorce
is that it is wrong to harm others - rates have quadrupled. The numit is immoral. The touchstone of ber of abortions has steadily in· law is not "harm" (whatever that creased since Roe, and the total has
means) but wrong. And liberals now reached 28 million, even though
have been unable to suggest a rea- ·birth control has become omnipresent
son that "harm" and "wrong" are The Great Depression, Nazi Germany,
coterminous. We know that mur- Imperial Japan and the Soviet Union
der, racism, pornography, and drug posed less of threat to our nation's
use are wrong by resorting to the existence than our present moral and
same instrument: our consciences. spiritual decay.
The liberals' attempt to replace moAll of this accords with comrality (the true foundation of law) mon sense. Choices about moral,
with "harm" has no basis in logic.
"private" matters have causal efIt also has no basis in experi- fects which cannot be isolated. Evence. As William Bennett wrote ery action has the capacity to affect
earlier this year, our nation's grav- society, just as a pebble can send
est problems spring from a decline waves rippling throughout an enin moral values. "This is true," said tire pond. Drive-by shootings, drug
the Czar, "whether we are talking money robberies, all of the finanabout abortion, AIDS, births to cial deprivation and human degraunwed mothers, child abuse, crime, dation caused by drugs would not
drug use, educational decline, race have happened but for a few hippies
relations, urban unrest or welfare innocently smoking joints and
dependency. Political philosophers "harming" no one. Morally wrong
from Aristotle to our founders have conduct, sooner or later, will damunderstood that all real politics must age society as a whole.
concern itself with the character of
"Legalization" - ofdrugs, prosthe citizenry and the moral pre- titution., whatever - is not the ancepts that underlie society."
swer to our problems. Legalizing
Bennett's claims were borne any prohibited activity will drastiout by statistics in a Wall Street cally increase its practice and sugJournal article published on March gest that it is morally permissible
15. Between 1960 and 1990, vio- (thereby corrupting, and engenderlent crime has increased 560%; il- ing disrespect for, the instrument of
legitimate births, 419%. Teen sui- law). We will quickly remember
cide rates have doubled, the per- exactly why the activity was illegal
centage of children in single-par- in the first place, but we will be

DIVERSITY from page 14

tency inside my being."

I imagine some minority students resent the
burden of being stereotyped as experts on
issues surrounding racism.
Most came to law school to become lawyers,
not to teach their white counterparts about
race and the law.
Once use of race to implement policy is
"out of the bag," there is room for abuse by
those who are inclined to do so. This is
because it is very difficult to determine the
true motive of those implementing a certain
policy. Someone wishing to carry out a
harmful act could couch it in a positive
motive. For example, an all white school
might be created, much like an all female or
an all black school, supposedly for the benefits that a racially homogeneous environmentprovides. Who could tell whether those
running the school were motivated by hate,
or by a genuine commitment to education?
The only way to prevent such abuses is to
restrict the use of race severely. Those who
have truly good motives should be able to
carry them out without using race, although
it may be slightly more difficult.
African-Americans have certainly been
wronged by our society. The original goal of
affrrmative action was to correct these wrongs.
It seems, however, that this program has
been distorted into something with goals less
admirable. The use of race was only proper
in)that original context of correcting past
wrongs. Race should not be used to implement some ideal that happens to be the
current fad of the day.

Child care on campus
·Sr. Furay has also been instrumental in

FURAY from page 20
research, explain what the support groups
are and what they do. I think this is highly
appropriate. I have no problem with it.
"Treating a group as marginal, is that
respecting the dignity of each human being?
You do not treat human beings loved by God,
and I do frrmly believe that every single one
of us is loved by God, with hate. Come on!
Now that would be a fundamental inconsis-

faced with a nearly impossible task
if we try to implement restrictions
on the activity, much lessprohibitit
again. Legalization is not a solution; it is surrender.
Let's admit it, kids: Liberalism has failed. It was an interesting
idea, but the past three decades
have proven it to be a self-destructive, vicious regress. It is time to
deposit liberalism and its positivistic jurisprudence in the junk yard of
bad ideas, where future generations
can view it from a safe distance and
debate whether liberalism or communism was thefailedsociopolitical
experiment of the millennium. We
must recognize that law exists to
sustain society by protecting the
public morals, and that obsequious
legislators who ignore or demean
the tough issues of morality and
virtue are unworthy of writinglaws.
We must eliminate the right to privacy, a judge-made doctrine founded
in the existence of chimerical "penumbras" and fabricated to facilitate.
judicial "legalization." We must
acknowledge the difference between
right and wrong, and we must hold
people accountable for their octions.
Restoration will be difficult.
The convenient "law without morality" illusion panders to core instincts of our hedonistic and irresponsible society. But we have no
choice; our situation is too desperate for us to continue the self-de-

Manchester Child Development Center.
Since a replacement for her position has
no~ yet been selected, Sr. Furay has put off
planning what she will do when she retires.
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ception. We need to return to the
mores of our grandparents for the
sake of our grandchildren. Continuing farther down this path will
prevent us from ever turning back,
and we might as well start "praying to the demons."
Now then, you may have noticed that I've never apologized
for anything I've written. There's
a reason for that - I'm not sorry.
I meant every word of it. If I
annoyed you and you responded
with a bitchy, ad hominem letter,
then you are too sensitive about
your own cognitions being con- .
tradicted. I suggest you abandon
law for a field in which logic and
argumentation are unimportant.
I'll leave the rest of you,
whether or not you agreed with
me (by the way, most ofyou agree
with most of what I've said - in
other words, we are the majority)
with a few thoughts. You're a
great bunch ofoptimistic, friendly
people who have helped make
law school better than college,
and I wish you well. I seriously
wish we could all stay here another year (but, oh well). If you 're
not graduating in May, take Cole
for something (he's hilarious).
Finally, try to preserve your intellectual integrity. Discursive
reasoning is that which separates
us from the animals.

She does plan to leave San Diego for at least
a year to give her replacement a fair start in
his or her new position.

instituting share jobs and child care . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
on the USD campus. She started
share jobs in the early 1970s with the
seeretaries in her own office. Two
secretaries, both with young children, were given permanent half(INCLUDING LAW SCHOOL ITEMS)
time positions which entitled them
to receive full benefits. Since then,
these share jobs have become available for several positions at USD,
including many professional positions.
Sr: Furay stated: "What society
was saying is, either you can work
from eight to five, or you don't work
NOW IS THE TIME TO PURCHASE
at all, and we'll just kind of exploit
YOUR LAW SCHOOL OR ALUMNI
you and bring you in part time and
LICENCE PLATE FRAME.
use you and then throw you away.
That bugged me because American
THE BOOKSTORE ALSO STOCKS A
society gives a lotoflip service to the
WIDE VARIETY OF MUGS,
family, but boy, you better be able to
work from eight to five."
KEYCHAINS, PENS, PENCILS, GLASSWARE
Sr. Furay also spent many years
trying to get a child care facility on
campus. She did research comparing the U.S . to other developed countries. Her findings concluded that
the only developed country with a
child care system worse than the
U.S. is South Africa.
"Child care is a national disgrace. We don' t have any national
child care policy. Ifwe really think
THE NEXT BOOK BUY
the family is important, and I believe
BACK WILL BE: ·
it is, whether a single parent family
or whatever kind of family it is, then
9:00 - 5:00 .
May6
we should facilitate the work life and
9:00 - 4°:00
May 7
the personal life."
9:00 - 5:00
260-4551
M.ay 10 - 11
Sr. Furay has been pushing the
9:00
6:00
May 12 - 13
idea of a child development center
9:00 - 4:00
May 14
9:00 - 6:00
Monday - Thursday
since the late 1970s. According to
9:00 - 5:00
May 17
9:00 -4:00
Friday - Saturday
Furay, people eventually caught on
May 18
9:00 - 6:00
to the idea, and in recent years the
9:00 - 3:00
May 19
Manchester family and others have
donated the money to build the
Photo l.D. Re uired

ALL USD EMBLEMATIC
GIFT WARE AND CLOTHING

OFF

MAY3-.8

AT THE USD BOOKSTORE!
...

AND MUCH MORE!

····-····-··········-··---------···
GET CA$H FOR YOUR TEXTBOOKS
AT THE USD BOOKSTORE!

USO BOOKSTORE

"Take me out to the
ball game.
Don't forget tons of
cash.
To buy me a ticket and
parking rights,
You'll have to take out
a loan tonight.
For it's at least 10 dollars admission
And lots more for food
andfor beer
'Cause it's 5, 6, 7 mil
for Bonds
At the old ball game."
.....
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Eric Siegler

America's Game: Spring
Baseball Picks

I

By Eric Siegler
.on't resognjze half the peop~e ~n this. .~~m·/.
spuld swear the professor said "open oook;'; · ......

Molions Staff Writer

t' s that time of year again when the crack of the bat can be bean!.

When popcorn and peanuts and crackerjacks fly through the air.
That's right, it's baseball season, and with a look into the crystal ball,
here are the way things might come out.

NL EAST

NL WEST

AL EAST

AL WEST

Montreal
St. Louis
NY Mets
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Florida

Cincinnati
Atlanta
Houston
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Colorado
San Diego

NY Yankees
Toronto
Baltimore
Cleveland
Milwaukee
Boston
Detroit

Chicago
Kansas City
Texas
Oakland
Minnesota
Seattle
California

.iJ. should have. gotten an MJ;l~ inst~d,
? Where's tll.Yyxtra cr!;ditquestion?

t That !ifth cup ofeoffee was a bad idea:
<
.\
· · ·w here's the wiseguy who told me Qilbert's is alllneedtoknow <
.. for.this course? ·
<Isn't this theparalegal program? ·
' Where do they get those proctors?
\/ Everyone's on their third blue book and I'm stiltootlining!

bid lreally vote for Brad Fields?

Flood v. Kuhn: Blackmun on Baseball
Mr. Justice BLACKMUN delivered the opinion of the Court.
I
The Game
It is a century and a quarter
since the New York Nine defeated
the Knickerbockers 23 to 1 on
Hoboken's Elysian Fields June 19,
1846, with Alexander Jay
Cartwright as the instigator and the
umpire. The teams were amateur,
but the contest marked a significant
date in baseball's beginnings.
That early game led ultimately
to the development of professional
baseball and its tightly organized
structure. The Cincinnati Red
Stockings came into existence in
1869 upon an outpouring of local
pride. With only one Cincinnatian
on the payroll, this professional
team traveled over 11,000 miles
that summer, winning 56 games
and tying one.
Shortly thereafter, on St.
Patrick's Day in 1871, the National
Association of Professional Baseball Players was founded and the
professional league was born.
The ensuing colorful days are

well known. The ardent follower
and the student of baseball know of
General Abner Doubleday; the formation of the National League in
1876; Chicago's supremacy in the
first year's competition under the
leadership of Al Spalding and with
Cap Anson at third base; the formation of the American Association
and then of the Union Association
in the 1880's; the introduction of
Sunday baseball; interleague warfare with cut-rate admission prices
and player raiding; the development of the reserve "clause"; the
emergence in 1885 of the Brotherhood of Professional Ball Players.
and in 1890 of the Players League;
the appearance of the American
League,or"juniorcircuit,"in 1901,
rising from the minor Western Association; the first World Series in
1903, disruption in 1904, and the
Series' resumption in 1905; the
short-lived Federal League on the
majors' scene during World War I
years; the troublesome and discouraging episode of the 1919 Series;
the home run ball; the shifting of
franchises; the expansion of the

leagues; the installation in 1965 of
the major league draft of potential
new players; and the formation of
the Major League Baseball Players
Association in 1966.
Then there are the many names,
celebrated for one reason or another, that have sparked the diamond and its environs and that
have provided tinder forrecaptured
thrills, for reminiscence and comparisons, and for conversation and AMERICA'S·TEAM?: No. A bankruptcy lawyer's dream - yes. Not even Barry
anticipation in-season and off-sea- Bonds could get this motley crew out of debt. The Czar (far right) looks more
pleased than usual with his team's performance. He even managed to grin.
son: Ty Cobb, Babe Ruth, Tris
Speaker, Walter Johnson, Henry
Chadwick, Eddie Collins, Lou McGinnity, Three-Finger Brown, Mclnnis, Charles Comiskey ,Roger
Gehrig, Grover Cleveland Harry and Stan Coveleski. Connie Bresnahan. Bill Dickey, Zack
Alexanc:ter, Rogers Hornsby, Harry Mack, Al Bridwell, Red Ruffing, Wheat, George Sisler, Charlie
Hooper, Goose Goslin, Jackie Amos Rusie, Cy Young, Smokey Gehringer, Eppa Rixey, Harry
Robinson, Honus Wagner, Joe Joe Wood, Chief Meyers, Chief Heilmann, Fred Clarke, Dizzy
McCarthy, John McGraw, Deacon Bender, Bill Klem, Hans Lobert, Dean, Hank Greenberg, Pie
Phillippe, Rube Marquard, Christy Johnny Evers, Joe Tinker, Roy Traynor, Rube Waddell...Lefty
Mathewson, Tommy Leach, Big . Campanella, Miller Huggins, Rube Grove. The list seems endless.
Ed Delahanty, Davy Jones, Ger- Bressler,DazzyVance,EddRoush,
And one recalls ... all the other
many Schaefer, King Kelly, Big Bill Wambsganss, Clark Griffith, happenings, habits, and superstiDan Brouthers, Wahoo Sam Branch Rickey, Frank Chance, Cap tions about and around baseball
Crawford, Wee Willie Keeler, Big Anson, Nap Lajoie, Sad Sam Jones, that made it the "national pastime"
Ed Walsh, Jimmy Austin, Fred BobO'Farrell,LeftyO'Doul,Bobby or, depending upon the point of
Snodgrass, Satchel Paige, Hugh Veach, WillieKamm,HeinieGroh, view, "the great American tragJennings, Fred Merkle, Iron Man Lloyd and Paul Waner, Stuffy edy."

ARMENIA from page 14

Armenian population from their
native homelands in Eastern Turkey. At the conclusion of World
War I, the Allies promised to reestablish an independent Armenian
state. The promise was never fulfilled.
Fast forward, keeping in mind
the history. Today, Armenians are
still fighting for their culture, their
religion, their traditions and their
lives. Themostrecentfive-yearold
conflict with Azerbaijan is over the
largely Armenian-populated territory of Nagorno-Karabakh.
According to Hafiz Pasaev, the
Ambassador to the United States of
the Republic of Azerbaijan, the heart
of the conflict is about the peaceful
attempts by the people of NagornoKarabakh to seek the right of selfdetermination. He also said that
Armenia had never been a party to
the conflict while voicing its support for the constitutional rights of
the people of Nagorno-Karabakh.
Armenia has consistently called for
an immediate cease-fire and resolution through peaceful negotiations.
Pasaev even bragged in a letter
to the Washington Post about the

situation: "Azerbaijan's response
to Armenia's position has been to
take aggressive action to draw Armenia into the conflict. One of the
earliest punitive steps taken by
Azerbaijan w,as the imposition of a
partial and then full blockade of all
connecting lines, through which
Armenia has received more than
85 % of its fuel and food. In recent
months, Azerbaijan has made even
more aggressive attempts to draw
Armenia into conflict by bombing
villages and towns near the border
of Armenia and Azerbaijan. Despite these actions, Armenia remains committed to the peace
process ... and has been an active
and constructive participant in negotiations."
As a result, in late March the
United States Congress began to
consider a resolution condemning
Azerbaijan for its blockade of Armenia. It passed shortly thereafter.
The consideration process brought
forward stories of Armenian suffering caused by the blockades - people
tearing up floor boards and stripping park trees to use as firewood
and setting buckets under melting
ice . to use as drinking water for

Bordered by Turkey, Soviet
Georgia, Azerbaijan and Iran, the
landlocked country of Armenia continues in its history battered by war
and conflict. Armenia is a country
rich in tradition which struggles to
keep its culture alive among its
people. For more than 3000 years,
its political boundaries have been
altered by conquest and war.
The growth of Armenian nationalism, which followed the promulgation of the Armenian national
constitution in 1863, created a ferocious backlash. Turkish soldiers
and police burned the Armenian
quarter of Constantinople in 1876,
and massacres begun in 1894 resulted in the slaying of 200,000
Armenians in two years. Then,
after a change in regime, the Young
Turk government attempted to settle
the situation by physically annihilating the Armenians. 30,000 were
killed in 1909, followed by the mass
genocide of 1915-1923 which resulted in the deaths of 1.5 million
people, and the exile of 500,000
others. Thus, the Turks succeeded
in eliminating three-fourths of the

children. Schools have long been
closed, and the energy embargo has
devastat(fd the landlocked country
that was once dependant on oil-rich
Azerbaijan for most of its energy.
Now tens of thousands of Armenians are at risk of death by
starvation and exposure because of
the blockade, according to the U .N.
High Commissioner for Refugee
Affairs, since the blockade has cut
food, fuel, medicine and other human.itarian supplies to Armenia.
In early April, NagornoKarabakh defense forces struck an
offensive deep into Azerbaijan; seizing an area which linked the disputed area of Nagorno-Karabakh
with Armenia. The Clinton Administration was quick to condemn
the action, and then Turkey retaliated by closing its borders for overland relief to Armenia. Guerrillas
blew up gas pipelines leading to
Armenia, and the Armenians were
forced to cut back even further on
their use of electricity.
Following this action, the'
Azerbaijan Vice-President,Hossein
Panahov, met with Irani President
Rafsanjani to discuss Iran providing "material and spiritual aid" to

prevent the takeover of more disputed land. Following the meeting,
Rafsanjani said Iran will take "concrete measures" if fighting continues between Armenia and
Azerbaijan.
The healing of nations will
begin when we see ourselves as
members of a world community.
Condemnation of any nation is not
helpful. The Executive branch of
the U.S. government should reconsider its position on the recent actions in Nagorno-Karabakh in light
of the history and the reality of the
people who are struggling to survive.
April 24 is Armenian Martyrs
Day. It marks a day when once a
year Armenians gather to remember their history. Regardless of our
ethnicity, it would serve us well for
each of us to look back at our own
history. Look back with a critical,
yet sympathetic eye that will ease us
out of denial and into an inter- and
intra-national healing process.
This process is the key to both
our survival as a world community
and our growth individually, as
nations, and as people.
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Interview with the Provost

Sister Furay to Retire As Soon As Replacement Chosen
Diego.
She attended USD School of
Law at night while retaining her
position as Academic Dean. She
graduated from law school on May
27, 1972, and just about a month
later, on July l, was selected as the
USD Provost, the position to which
the Dean of the Law School reports.

for her by her research assistant on
the salary, position, and treatment
of women in the work place: "I read
By Laleaque Grad
the stuff, and I was appalled. This
is unjust and we've got to do something about it. It's the data that
raised my consciousness. I've been
f youaskanyonewhohasbeen
a crusader ever since."
around this campus for a while
After persuading the Law
to comment about what he or
School faculty that sex discriminashe thinks of Sister Sally Furay, you
tion was a legal subject, Sr. Furay
will undoubtedly be bombarded with Sex discrimination class
Only a year later, she was al- teamed up in 1973 with Lynn
suchresponsesas: "integrity,""conscience," "spiritual," "champion of ready back, pushing for a class on Schenk, now a Congresswoman,
academic freedom," "advocate of sex discrimination at the Law and Judith Mcconnel, now a judge
student rights," and "feminist." The School. Sr. Furay explained that for the Superior Court of Califormore people you find who have her a~areness of the disparate posi- nia, to teach "Sex Discrimination,"
worked and interacted with her, the tions of women and men in society which has been part of the Law
School curriculum ever
more praise you will hear.
since.
Sr.FurayisUSD'sProSr. Furay characterizes
vost and Vice President of 'It's my very firm belief that the
herself as a feminist. I asked
Academics. She has been university deals with the purher what feminism means
here at USD and its prede- suit of truth, and you do not
to her.
cessor, the San Diego Col- reach truth by looking at one
"What I stand for as a
lege for Women, since 1952. side of the question.'
feminist is theright ofevery
Just about everyone
human being to develop
who knows Sr. Furay knows
that she will be retiring as soon as was limited before she graduated their inner potential without stereotypes from society interfering
a suitable replacement is selected from law school.
"Being a member of a congre- with that. And frankly, that's also
and available to begin work, which
should be before the end of the next gation of women, where women did the heart of my religious belief.
everything, it quite literally never When I read the New Testament,
academic year.
I recently talked to Sr. Furay occurred to me that there was any- what Christ was talking about was
about her work over the past de- thing women couldn't do as well as loveandfreedom. Ifyoudon'thave
cades and how she has contributed men because I, for all my years, had freedom, you are inhibited in exto the development of the Law seen women doing what I later dis- pressing love. To be fully free you
School, from which she herself covered was what men were sup- have to be able to grow or develop
posed to be doing in society," said from the inside toward what you see
graduated in 1972.
God wanting of you.
Sr. Furay decided to attend law Furay.
She suddenly confronted the
"One of the things that angers
school because she believed it would
help her in her career. At the time, realty of the bias and discrimina- me about some feminists is that
she had already earned a Ph.D in tion women experience when she they say you can't be a feminist
English Literature from Stan ford was researching the graduation unless you say that you are pro this
and recently been appointed Aca- speech on "The Changing Role of or that. That's exactly what I am
demic Dean at the San Diego Col- Women" for a local girl's high against. I'm against anybody telling me whatihavetothink. !object
lege for Women, which soon after school in 1972.
Sr.
Furay
remembers
first
goto that.
merged with the men's college to
"Frankly, I'm in favor of a
ing
through
the
materials
prepared
form the co-ed University of San

I

men's liberation movement, too. there has been against lesbians."
I asked Sr. Furay if her devout
There are a lot of stereotypes about
men in our society. People teach commitment to her religion has
little boys thatmen don'tcry. Why ever made her uncomfortable about
the heck not? What's the matter teaching issues such as reproducwith the expression of a perfectly tive choice and homosexual equalreasonable and appropriate human ity in the classroom.
She reemotion? We stereotype men as sponded with a firm "No."
well as women. The societal effects
She explained: "It's my very
of the stereotypes on women are firm belief that the university deals
worse, but the personal effects on with the pursuit of truth, and you do
men can be very detrimental."
not reach truth by looking at one
Sr. Furay noted that she has side of the question. That's harder
included sex discrimination that is to do in a controversial issue. But,
aimed at men, particularly in the because it's harder to do doesn't
area of child custody, and homo- mean you don't do it.
sexuals in the law school course she
"I will always insist when I
teaches.
teach the students, whether they are
"If the class .was entitled pro-abortion or anti-abortion, that
'Women in the Law,' I would refuse they look at both sides of the questo teach it. It is called 'Sex Dis- tion. I simply don't allow the stucrimination,' and sex discrimina- dents to become advocates for one
tion has been predominantly against side or another. I say we are lookwomen, but by no means altogether. ing and analyzing the pros and the
There has been much more dis- cons of how well these cases are put
crimination against gay men than together, how valid are the arguments, what the law is based on."

Sister Surprise
By Larissa Kehoe
Motions Staff writer

T

he Women's Law Caucus honored Sister Sally
Furay, Provost of the
University of San Diego, for her
accomplishments in the field of
law on March 24 in anticipation
of her coming retirement. The
WLC clothed the surprise event
as a speaking engagement to feature Sister Furay and the Hon.
Judith McConnell discussing the
genesis of the Sexual Discrimination class which they, along
with Congresswoman Lynn
Schenk, started at the School of
Law.
Sister Furay spoke first, describing the process of generating a course description and curriculum for the class and then
getting faculty approval.
Sister Furay had just graduated from the School of Law and
passed the bar when she was
appointed Provost of the University. She got out just in time, she
said, joking, "Wouldn't it have
been awful for the Law School to

report to its student?" It was after
joining the Lawyer's Club, an organization started by women attorneys in San Diego, that SisterFuray,
along with Judge McConnell and
Congresswoman Schenk, conceived
the idea for the sexual discrimination class in 1973.
After gathering course descriptions from eminent schools
around the country, the group put
togetheracurriculum which generated a 20 page packet which she
presented to the law faculty. The
faculty agreed at the time to approve the course for one year; however, said Sister Furay, "I never
heard anything again about that
one year!"
"It's pretty hard to tum down
your boss," joked the Provost.
Once Judge McConnell, who
sits on the Superior Court of California, took the podium, the true
purpose of the gathering became
clear. Of Sister Furay, Judge
McConnell said, "Stie looks like
such a proper person, but she' s
really a wild woman!"
"Do noteverunderestimate the
power of this woman," she continued, relating that it was difficult to
get faculty approval for the Sexual
Discrimination course.

Stereotypes about both women
After the speakers, the WLC
and nuns are dispelled when one presented Sister Furay with a
meets Sister Furay, said Judge clock, engraved with the words,
McConnell, who told a story about "To Sister Sally Furay, whose
Sister Furay who, while wearing a strong courage and conviction
habit at lunch, ordered a "Blue inspire us."
At the reception following,
Nun" to make everyone laugh and
relax. "It's a great example of her lawschoolfacultymembersspoke
personality and sense of humor," ofSister Furay withgreatrespect
said Judge McConnell. Judge and fondness. Prof.GrantMorris
McConnell also spoke about Sister said, "The law school is going to
Furay'sstrongcommitmenttohav- be losing a very close friend."
ing a diverse faculty at the Law Prof. Morris, who has twice
School.
seryedas Acting Dean of the Law
Dean Strachan, too, spoke School,spokeofthe senseoftrust
about Sister Furay: _"One of the hehad working with Sister Furay:
primary attractions about the job " She would give you advice and
[ofDeanoftheLaw School] was the counsel, but she would leave the
chance to work with her." Sister decision up to you."
Furay did "a lot of mentoring" and --__ Prof. Hugh Friedman also
has been "theconscienceofthis law praised Sister Furay, recalling
school," said the Dean.
thefirsttimehe mether, "inhabit
Sister Furay has been a fierce and in class." "I knew then she
guardian_ofacademicfreedom,con- was such an outstanding student
tinued Dean Strachan. "She has that she would make a great
insisted, with her traditional tough- mark.... Very fortunately for us
ness, on balance.... She has in- she settled here-." Although the
sisted that as an educational insti- law school has been called St.
tution we help people come to in- Thomas More, he continued, "To
formed judgments, and you can't me, the school is 'St. Sister Sally
do that without balance."
Furay... .' She's our patroness."
Sister Furay symbolizes "integrity for the law school," concluded the Dean.
·

Role of Catholic university
Sr. Furay's commitment to
freedom of education is reflected in
her support for allowing the Gay
and Lesbian Law Students Association (GALLSA) on campus.
"This university's two fundamental values are a belief in God,
whatever terminology people use,
and a belief in the dignity of each
human being.
"It's awfully difficultto be gay
or lesbian on a Catholic campus.
And I think that they need a support
system. God loves us all, whether
you are black, white, female, male,
heterosexual; homosexual, poor, or
rich. God loves us all. Everyone
should be treated that way.
"It is not appropriate for a
Catholic campus, because of the
nature of the institution, to have
people engaged in advocacy of a
lifestyle in opposition to Catholic
principles, but they [GALLSA] understood that.
"There are all kinds of things
you can do besides· advocacy.
Sure, you can bring in speakers.
Again, we area university. Speakers aren't there to try to turn anybody into a heterosexual or a homosexual. They are.there to explain,
on an intellectual level, I hope,
because this is a university, the
various factors of it - the legal factors, the psychological factors, the
See FURAY page18 . •

